Baseline Perception otherwise known as Pineal-Luz

Characterized By
Pineal Dimethyltryptamine Production and
Coherent 40 Hz Oscillation
Entailing Kristofferson’s Quantum of Consciousness

Methodology of the New Jerusalem

“Jung concluded that [pineal activation] myths, dreams, hallucinations, and religious visions all spring from the same source, a collective unconscious that is shared by all people.”

Baseline perception, the production of Dimethyltryptamine as Pineal activation\(^2\), the *flipping-of-the-lip* \(^3\) from space-time to time-space carries the attribute of 40 Hz brain wave oscillation.
which is sustained coherently throughout the brain.

This state of consciousness is known also as enhanced global (throughout the whole brain) gamma (36-44 Hz) coherence (EGGC).

That is, Pineal (which is our sacred Biblical City known also as Luz) activation associated with production of DMT is characterized by EGGC which is also known as coherent 40 Hz brain wave oscillation.

“...[P]ineal production of DMT is inseparable from the ubiquitous role in Torah literature of the phenomenon known as Metatron. ... DMT is the chemical analog for the life force and spirit of Metatron.”
"[O]ne celestial creature
with its name "Yisrael"
engraved on its forehead,
standing in the center of the universe.'

The celestial creature in question here is none other than Metatron, the very soul and collective mind of Mashiach ben Yoseph and the guiding light for the stimulation of all human knowledge."

"Metatron is the purpose of the Jewish People."\textsuperscript{10}

Pineal activation, evident in:

- lucid/REM dream state
- ingestion of dmt/ayahuasca/magic mushrooms (Shamanic)
  - sightings of ufos (angels on that ladder)
  - meditation, prayer...
- hallucination and so-called psychosis (manic)
  - remote viewing

does indeed, as Jung maintains, “all spring from the same source”.

“Now what do the Torah and specifically the Kabbalah have to say about the pineal and DMT? This may seem like asking what does the Torah say about life on other planets or what does the Torah say about the abominable snowman? Unexpectedly, however, this question opens up a virtual treasure house of Torah knowledge, fragments of which have been hidden for centuries and even for thousands of years. The existence of the pineal body and its crucial role as an interdimensional vortex\textsuperscript{11} to cosmic consciousness and universal tikkun (spiritual rectification) is impressively well documented in ancient Jewish literature and amplified through the teachings of the Kabbalah. The secret of the usage of the spiritual neurotransmitter DMT, is known to the Jewish sage-mystics as the legendary City of Luz, the Luz ‘bone’, the Face of God and the enigmatic angelic entity known as Metatron.”\textsuperscript{12}
Lucid/REM dream state
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"Coherent 40 Hz oscillation characterizes dream state in humans"
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 1993

“The significant previously unreported finding in this paper is the fact that during the period corresponding to REM sleep (in which a subject, if awakened, reports having been dreaming), 40 Hz oscillation similar in distribution phase and amplitude to that observed during wakefulness is observed."\(^{15}\)

“The second finding of significance they express this way: 'during dreaming 40 Hz oscillations are not reset by sensory input...We may consider the dreaming condition a state of hyperattentiveness in which sensory input cannot address the machinery that generates conscious experience.' The main point for present purposes is that the reasons dreams seem like conscious experiences is because they are conscious experiences and they are like awake conscious experiences in certain crucial respects."\(^{16}\)

“Because 40 Hz oscillation is seen in wakefulness and in dreaming, we propose it to be a correlate of cognition...”\(^{17}\)

“In the five individuals in whom these recordings were made, the overall speed of the
rostrocaudal scan,

which averaged 12.5 msec, corresponded quite closely to half of a 40-Hz period. This number is the same as that calculated by
Kristofferson


A correlate of cognition, and by this we mean a definition of baseline perception, may thus be generally explicated as coherent 40 Hz oscillation entailing that particular aspect of the machinery of cognition which is the overall speed of the rostrocaudal scan – that speed being the universal QOC which (from the land of a priori axioms) just happened to be calculated, pulled to the foreground and brought to light by Dr. A.B. Kristofferson.

More briefly, baseline perception, our correlate of cognition, is 40 Hz + Krist QOC.
Now, we must note, the high end of our thusly defined perceptual baseline seems to carry a coherence at 80-120 Hz.²⁰ In this case it seems quite reasonable to deduce – from the nature of Kristofferson’s findings being that the QOC operates as a step-wise function – that the speed of the rostrocaudal scan would be 6.25 ms and would correspond quite closely to half of a 80 Hz period.²¹ In other words, as our coherent frequency oscillation escalates, our QOC decreases.
“[Kristofferson] was so dedicated to the pure experiment” and was “extremely patient in his study”. He could “provide a theory for all perception” and “his data will outlive all others”. His “data are singular, show quantum effects”, his style was “quiet” and “unpretentious”. He presented “beautiful empirical work” and has the “cleanest data in the world”. His work was “beautifully weird” indeed it was “so weird people don’t know what to do with it.”  

What we’re doing with his work is showing that it, with stringent acumen, helps us once-and-for-all define that which we have long been awaiting – “normal consciousness” (ie. that hitherto undefined state of consciousness from which so many bio-psychiatrists in particular have told us we have been straying as they refuse to acknowledge both that it is high “...time for the arbitrary, legalistic symptom checklists of the DSM to go...” and that there is no support, scientific or otherwise, for their, void of a baseline score
against which to test their “variances” tagged as “mental illness”, preposterous claims.25,26

With “normal consciousness” now defined it is without question obligatory that we all be honest and uphold the Hippocratic oath by advocating what we must - the best interests of our patients. To do this we must surrender to truth that such states of consciousness which bio-psychiatry has with their categorized as “sick” are nothing short of oftentimes being actual manifestations of what baseline perception really is.)

Kristofferson maintains and has some pretty good data to prove it, that baseline perception, our correlate of cognition, is something that is the same in everyone – it is universal and is a common factor among men.27 It is with practice, or training,(ft. Ritual, prayer...to active pineal) that we all can flawlessly snap into a more rectified mode of perception, which, with the release of DMT, is coherent 40 Hz plus Krist QOC.28

"Dr. A.B. Kristofferson, of McMaster University, in Hamilton, Ontario, has shown that people can learn29 to distinguish (with a hundred percent accuracy) between intervals of silence that differ from each other by as little as one-fortieth of a second."30

In other words, Kristofferson maintains that the ability to operate at the QOC is something in us that we all have. Practice, “learning to distinguish”, makes perfect – we can all train ourselves to attain that correlate of cognition which is seemingly so too the universal basis of ethical behaviour.31 This is the only road to mental health. Through the KRST QOC. You got it, Krist consciousness. Mashiach, messianic.

We may here use an example of two subjects to illustrate a basic tenet of the practice component of Kristofferson’s perception theory.

Subject A has hitherto no practice with distinguishing between intervals of silence that differ from each other by one-fortieth of a second. When presented with the auditory stimuli, he can not
detect the periods of silence as being distinct, one from the other, separated by this fortieth of a second.

Subject B has been spending a great deal of time practicing this activity and has become a pro. He can now just notice the difference between the two periods of silence and it so happens that it is equal to one fortieth of a second.

Let’s imagine that Subject A and Subject B are sitting next to each other conducting the same experiment. Add the component that Subject A does not know that such an interval of silence can possibly be detected. This uninformed understanding is enforced by his own present inability to make such a distinction.

The stimuli is presented simultaneously to Subject A and Subject B. Subject A, as expected, detects nothing. Subject B jumps up and says “ah ha!! I detect a difference between these two periods of silence!!”

All hell breaks out as Subject A thinks that Subject B is lying. A fight ensues, and so on. Subject A, a real egoist stomps of in a huff muttering under his breath that Subject B is “crazy”.

Now, substitute anyone who is riding at a coherent 40 Hz brain wave oscillation + KRST QOC and with the part and parcel accompanying DMT production for Subject B. Subject B is able to now see into parallel realms. Subject A is substituted with a bio-psychiatrist who is ignorant as he was in our previous example.

Upon the report of Subject B seeing an “angel”, “a holographic entity of light”, “an alien”...etc... well our particular Subject A who just happens to be psychiatrist is threatened by this and dubs such an instance “impossible” and is now “dangerous” and is to be halted as an “hallucination”\(^3\) (i.e. “Because I cannot see it, it does not exist!”).
All hell breaks out as Subject A thinks that Subject B is lying and psychotic. No fight ensues as Subject A wields authoritative sway and imprisons Subject B in a loony bin. For his ability to function at our Correlate of Cognition, 40 Hz plus the KRST QOC, the enlightened Subject B is poisoned with an involuntarily administered dose of Haldol. Consequently, his frequency is altered (among a plethora of other highly dangerous outcomes associated with toxin administration).

We may note as a point of interest here that, pertaining to the children of Garabandal who witnessed many holographic visual and auditory sightings, the attending psychiatrist initially deemed the children “nuts” but, upon having a glimpse of their experience through having himself achieved the frequency domain within which the children were operating, he reversed his decision. Kristofferson shows that our “normal” state of perception actually reflects the true nature of time. Indeed, perception is not linear (ie. it operates as a step-wise function)
and hence any attempt to insist that to "think straight" is anything other than to think discontinuously (i.e. holographically\textsuperscript{35}) is an outright lie. This means that so dubbed "paralogical thinking" (what some psychiatrists condemn as non-linear and thus not "proper" thinking) is the order of the day as it is the true reflection\textsuperscript{36} of how we experience reality.\textsuperscript{37}

"[Kristofferson] did very important work and I have been mentioning everywhere as the issue of discontinuous perception\textsuperscript{38} is now the evident mechanism for cognition. The issue is that in order to have any perception real (via the senses) or imaginary (when we think, or we dream) the brain must operate at a frequency sufficiently high to generate the functional geometry that accompanies gamma band and, de facto, quanta of cognition."\textsuperscript{39}
Sweet dreams are made of this

The increased awareness experienced when awake or lucidly dreaming is accompanied by an increase in the activity of 40 Hz brainwaves in the frontal lobes, compared to normal dreams. One particular region, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), is thought to be particularly important in the higher states of consciousness.

![Brainwave activity comparison](Image)

Ingestion of dmt/ayahuasca/psilocybin
Ayahuasca [illustrates coherent 40 Hz oscillation in wakefulness]

EEG gamma coherence and other correlates of subjective reports during ayahuasca experiences.\(^{40}\)

“The current study examined QEEG power and coherence of ayahuasca experiences with two experienced participants in a Brazilian jungle setting... The most important findings were increases in global EEG coherence in the 36-44 Hz and 50-64 Hz frequency bands for both subjects. Widely distributed cortical hyper-coherence seems reasonable given the intense synesthesia during ayahuasca experiences.\(^{41}\)

Thus may we postulate that our correlate of cognition is 40 Hz + Krist QOC.

Sightings of UFOS (angels on that ladder)

“Rick Strassman, MD., in his groundbreaking book, DMT The Spirit Molecule, makes the case that DMT released by the pineal gland enables the soul's movement in and out of the body and is an
integral part of the birth and death experience. Through a long series of clinical studies, where synthetic DMT was injected into some 60 volunteers, Dr. Strassman concluded that when the pineal is stimulated under natural conditions DMT has profound affects upon one's experience. These include vivid out of body experiences, NDE's (Near Death Experiences), riveting encounters with otherworldly entities, sexual ecstasy and life changing mystical experiences. Dr. Strassman also discovered that some subjects who were administered doses of DMT provided an unexpected look at the widely reported phenomenon of ‘alien abductions’.
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Criteria for selection in the study included:

1. Self-reports of UFO experiencers, including memories of contact or abduction by extra-terrestrial or nonhuman beings. All or part of the memories of the reported events were conscious, without the use of hypnosis.

2. The ability to enter voluntarily into a non-ordinary state of consciousness which reportedly commenced with the reported UFO experience.

However, the subjects possessed varying tolerances for the hyperaroused condition, some claiming that the intensity of the experience was sustainable for only a few minutes.

Further into the trance period, there was a gradual increase of frequency and amplitude of the brain waves at all 19 electrode sites\textsuperscript{42}...Brain activity of approximately 40 Hz... was observed during the trances of all 13 of the UFO experiencers in this study.\textsuperscript{43}

Our correlate of cognition, baseline perception, is 40 Hz + Krist QOC.

King Solomon, as we learn in the Talmud, built the Temple with the assistance of higher dimensional beings with whom he both studied
and, apparently to some degree, mastered. In order to do this he would have to achieve our state of consciousness here called Baseline Perception. From this it is crystal clear to state that any agency which would prevent his entering said state of consciousness (i.e. bio-psychiatrists who alter the frequency of their “patients” with toxins such as Haldol) is not merely anti-Semitic but because they sever our connexions to these beings they prevent the Temple from being reinstated and thus they are an agent of the anti-Christ and so too prevent the coming of the Christ, Mashiach.44

“They were allegedly instrumental in the building of King Solomon’s Temple, Stanley said.”45

“Apparently Mohammad...part of what the prophecy was – he wasn’t supposed to just minister to mankind he was to minister to the Jinn and allegedly he did meet with them and do that.”46
“Now, this Jinn – do you have to conjure it up or does it show up on its own?”47
“Apparently they show up on their own but if you’re so inclined, apparently there are ways to entice them to work for you or with you.”48

Through failure to educate themselves, many bio-psychiatrists write off testimonies of communication with other-worldly beings as balderdash medically dubbed as “psychosis”. Then they even have the legal right to imprison their charges in mental institutions where they are tortured with crippling chemical lobotomizing drugs.49

“I was recently contacted by a psychologist, a clinical therapist, who actually works with people who have schizophrenia...he told me that he’s known for the past thirty years schizophrenia is not a clinical condition – that these voices are really external to the patient and unfortunately he couldn’t come forward...aaahhh...well, he’s going to lose his job if he ever comes out publically because the medical profession simply doesn’t allow for that. They don’t know what causes it but they say ‘the only thing they can do is medicate people’. But he swore to me and I’ve seen some of his files - it’s just
shocking. The conversations he was having through his patients with these things was and other paranormal things that were happening in the office and...to me this is the greatest challenge facing mankind right now and it’s one of the reasons I was hoping we could talk about this publically – I’m hoping that at some point we can stop being divided because I thinks that’s part of their game...their greatest advantage over us is convincing us they don’t exist.”

If our axioms pertaining to the foundations of thought fail to include understanding about dimensionality we “don't even have the right to think”.51

And, again, just for a little fun – Cris Putnam says:

“One hypothesis that we put forth in the book is...there seems to be some evidence that suggests that large ships, I’m talking flying saucers maybe in the order of the Phoenix craft..., could simultaneously manifest over Washington D.C., Rome and Jerusalem. Now we found some evidence in history that sort of pointed in that direction and we unpacked that in the book.”52

Meditation/Prayer

“[W]e have observed enhanced gamma band during TM from important Tibetan Monks”.53

“One subject group was composed of young students trained for a week in meditative technique; the second group consisted of Tibetan Buddhist practitioners with 15 to 40 years of meditation training and practice. The EEG methodology was rigorous, and the results were clear. Compared to novice meditators, the highly trained Tibetan Buddhist meditators had markedly higher amplitude, long-range global gamma synchro
parietal/temporal regions. An increase in gamma synchrony was also observed in baseline measurement (before meditation) which became enhanced and more global during meditation in the trained Tibetan meditators.\textsuperscript{54}

“Das & Gastaut (1957) found a similar EEG in a yogi in advanced meditation, in the state of samadhi.”\textsuperscript{55}

“Stimulation of the Luz-pineal is a highly esoteric and advanced method of kabbalistic prayer/meditation.”\textsuperscript{56}

“Deep meditative experiences [\textit{baseline perception is 40 Hz + Krist QOC}] lead to synchronic brain wave patterns in which the right and left side of the brain’s EEGs become synchronized [enhanced global gamma coherence].

This is Atonement as At-one-ment and, lest we forget, so too is this a-tone-ment as we break into this higher dimensional Baseline Perception space\textsuperscript{57} a trumpet buzz blasts (kind of like a kazoo cf. footnote 2)

One important attribute of “snapping into place”, so to say, as we plateau into this coherent oscillation-state is the onset of the ability to tap into an ancient sacred symbol system and to visualize streaming holographic light-type imagery from a non-local realm (dubbed “hallucination” by biopsychiatrists).

“Let’s use the model from DMT. The people that take DMT in whatever form [i.e. meditative trance, Ayahuasca, magic mushrooms, polarized prayer], they experience another parallel, free-standing, interdependent reality that is here right now. They are \textit{not hallucinating}; they have transmitted, transformed, transported and it’s \textit{right here, right now.”}\textsuperscript{58}

“And the question is how do we open up the portal between that dimension and our own dimension?"\textsuperscript{59}

The answer to to tap into 40 HZ plus the QOC – Baseline Perception.
“Every day a heavenly voice issues forth from Mount Sinai.”  

It’s simply a matter of tapping into it and in the future this Sinaic revelation will be permanent. We will be fully tuned in, turned on, tapped in. The altered states of consciousness at Fatima in 1917 is as close as we’ve come in a collective sense for a long time. Fatima with the buzzing sound of pineal activation, mass healings, immediate calls to repentance, rainbow staining colorizing those in attendance and the silver disc (UFO) – a micro slice of Sinai bar none.

Mr. Randy Winters, who worked with Billy Meier and who is a specialist in Pleidean research, talks about a language that the Pleidians enabled Billy to tap into – they “opened up” his mind so he could learn about his past and about the world around him.

“There is a language that spirit can communicate with it’s not a spoken language it is a language of symbols the Hindus call it sacred symbols or combinations thereof; these are images that you portray in your mind’s eye during meditation that open up doorways for you into other areas of thought...allows you to make connections with older life forms [one manifestation of this light-type imagery], your higher self, gets into your akashic or etheric records so you can find out things about yourself and other people...this is a language that exists in everybody it’s kind of like part of your operating system but you never use it you don’t know the files are on your hard drive so you never bother to go looking for it.” Mr. Winters tells us that with this language we may communicate with beings [i.e. gods] who are in these realms.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=CA&hl=en&v=jsp6lF4SCKI

cf. Daniel Ryan’s tapping into higher dimensional light forms ft 22 for an example of “combinations thereof” of sacred symbols. Notably,
he visualizes the higher-dimensional light form of the Sphinx – an obvious symbol of the Illuminati.

Among the most ancient systems on record illustrating symbols we encounter whence the hemispheres “become fused together”\textsuperscript{63} whilst operating at
a coherent 40 Hz oscillation throughout the brain (that place named “Pineal” or “Luz”) ...is the symbol system or “archetypal register” which portrays funerary rites of the Egyptian Duat.

Symbols including the head gear of the Sphinx.
The scarab beetle is another ancient illuminati symbol we encounter at our entrance to the Luz cave, being baseline perception.

"On the archetypal register we see a symbolic depiction of the higher processes at work. The beetle rolling its egg towards the sun symbols great work - the creation of a higher consciousness."

This is our ultimate function, apotheosis which is the function of the karasts, the krists; the hieroglyphics form of krists being blazened upon the coffins of many embalmed mummies.

"This inspiring moment seems to indicate a mastery over the coils of time perhaps indicative of a timeless period in which the higher consciousness of the deceased can reside with the gods."

"The human intellect is made divine" through the process of working through this register. This is something every biopsychiatrist needs to know just in case they have someone tell them that they see higher dimensional light forms of symbols of the illuminati.

Yes, we “flip the lip” into timespace having had “punched a hole through” spacetime via our pineal gland activating.
So it seems too that our girls in Garabandal, who were obviously entering severely altered states of consciousness (and, I maintain, for the undeniable better), as they tapped into the classic eye and triangle symbols (accompanied lest we forget by a holographic “Lady of Light”) – so too were they at the entrance to the City of Luz AKA light being “snapped into place” at baseline perception.

Vallee tells us about the visions of four girls in Garabandal Spain, 1961. They saw a lady in light “surrounded by a dazzling glow and faded into thin air without saying a word.” [M]ore startling, on the Lady’s right the girls could see ‘A square of red fire framing a triangle with an eye and some writing. The letter was in an old oriental script.’ “There is no reason to think that the four children of Garabandal, Keel continues, had ever seen, or even knew about the eye symbol on the Great Seal of the United States (ie. the symbol of the Illuminati – Branton) Nor is it remotely possible that the children, or any of the elders of Garabandal, could have known of the importance that this symbol plays in the silent contactee situation. In fact, very few ufologists are aware of it.”[1] www.ufoseek.org/fatimajv.htm

These girls perform the function of the ancient Khyrstes.
One important attribute of “snapping into place”, so to say, as Khyrstes plateau into this coherent oscillation-state is the onset of the ability to tap into an ancient sacred symbol system and to visualize streaming holographic light-type imagery from a non-local realm (dubbed “hallucination” by biopsychiatrists).

“[T]he priests of Apollo were known as Khyrstes. [AKA our shaman, anointed – Hebrew word for “oil”] The word Kristo and its derivations, Krst, Krist, Kristo, Khyst and Krish-na appeared in every ancient religious system and showed that the original Kristo concept was believed to be the personal and invisible mediator and guide between God and everything spiritual in man. The Krist concept has been an ancient religious tradition continually suppressed by the Catholic church through the centuries.

http://sophsyne.radical.r30.net/wordpress/?p=666

So here we have our self-same priests of Apollo up to their old tricks.

They sure look priestly, do they not?

http://history.nasa.gov/alsj/apollo1.jpg
Were our Khyrstes here on the “Apollo mission” unwittingly (or with specific intent!) perhaps actually activating our planetary ascension of consciousness?

Were they indeed acting as – from outside of the earth’s orbit – a priestly modus operandi most unparalleled and sublime, as a crucial agent performing somehow the function (see below) of interlinking (hyperlinking) with the coherent 40 Hz EEGs of meditators, dreamers... bound within the earth’s orbit?²⁶⁴

Is this not the crux of the ancient illuminist/Hermetic wisdom of Thoth who is Metatron AKA DMT? As above so below? Is this not akin to what Jesus, a Kristo, prays “...on earth as it is in heaven”?

Of our Apollo mission priests we learn:

“...Solar flares are in some people’s opinion caused by bursts coming from the central sun - from the center of the galaxy and they do contain wisdom there’s no question about it when the astronauts from the first Apollo mission first blasted into earth’s orbit they had to have special shields designed for them because these cosmic rays kept pinging off their retina and when they did that they starting...[seeing]... symbols the very same symbols that have been drawn on ancient rocks going back to 50 000 years in Australia and appeared throughout various mythological systems including that of the Illuminati...

as we align with the central spiritual sun the Mayan prophecies and others say there will be a new light and this comes out of the bible
too there will be a light which enlightens every man and contained in this light is a symbol system...and it turns out that when anthropologists and others looked into this they came to the conclusion that these symbols are not only emerging from the central sun they are also hard-wired into our DNA so theoretically what they're saying is that all the sacred wisdom of the central sun that the place from which the ancient Shaman said our souls came is embedded in our DNA waiting to be activated.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbztBGa2Qi0&feature=related
William Henry

“The most intriguing matter however happens when the left and right side of the brain's EEGs become synchronized across individuals. It has been observed that different individuals meditating simultaneously but isolated from one another exhibit inter-brain EEG synchronization (Lazlo, 1996a, 1996b), in which the EEG of both individuals seem to be synchronized to a high degree (degrees of synchronization greater than 90% have been observed (Lazlo, 1996a, 1996b)).”

This is a major function of the Krist, anointed, Mashiach – to enter into the Holy of Holies and to draw others in, drawing them into higher dimensional consciousness or into rectified, Baseline Perception.

“...Through them that are nigh unto Me I will be sanctified, and before all the people I will be glorified.” (Leviticus 9:3)

Report on 21 December 2012 Synchronization of Consciousness Experiment
Re:

Invitation for P2P Practitioners

There is a group of P2P practitioners living in Jerusalem who are arranging a group meditation/rectification on this Thursday night of Dec. 20th going into the daylight of Friday morning the 21st. This is intended to coincide with the world-wide anticipation of “something” occurring on Dec. 21, 2012. From a Torah perspective nothing — certainly nothing visible — will occur. However, the fact that millions of people from around the world are directing their consciousness together at the same time coordinate (within a 24 hour plus period) is significant. Regardless of what these millions are thinking, expecting or hoping for, their energy can be used as a giant cosmic wave upon which to “hitch” a ride and
direct our P2P consciousness into that ocean of consciousness and then Bring it Home to Jerusalem — both our inner Jerusalem and especially the outer Jerusalem.

If you wish to add your consciousness to the collective P2P network, below is the schedule so you can coordinate your time with the group in Jerusalem.

_Israel is 9 hours ahead of Colorado and 7 hours ahead of the East Coast._

Following a preceding get-together with discussion and meditation, at 7:30 PM Israel time they will watch the documentary *The Burdensome Stone* (an Israeli documentary about the past history and present controversy surrounding the Even Shetiya in Jerusalem). From 9:30 to aprox. 10:30 PM Israel time I will be Skyping with that group with more information about P2P and answering their questions. At 4 AM Israel time of the 21st (8 PM Mountain Time, Thursday the 20th) they will walk down to the Western Wall, enter through the tunnels and stand directly opposite the Even Shetiya and where the Holy of Holies once stood, both about 300 feet away at a 45% angle.

(It is relevant to note that this group organized this tikun on their own without any involvement on my part. A member of their group was inspired after reading a copy of my book _The Foundation of Jewish Consciousness_).

“The reports were very amazing. Tom in Indiana had a group of...half a dozen guys and they had very profound experiences. One of the participants said he experienced for the first time a true total wormhole. There was another group going on up in Divide...novices...they all had the most profound experience. A couple people including my son and another male who is nineteen experienced wormholes – got taken to other places. The other thing is they had not watched the Burdensome Stone prior to this experience and... a lot of my validation comes from the fact that they aren’t educated but the visions that they are seeing at the time when they go through the experience was shared. There was ‘water flowing’ or ‘I went to this place and there was water flowing’– ‘this liquid light flowing’...’what does it mean’ [they asked]; so afterwards we watched the movie."

Rabbi Joel Bakst and participant reporting about internationally synchronized meditation 21 December 2012 during P2P Class 23 P2P review of Dec 21 Dec26 2012 City of Luz

Meanwhile a similar report was received from a participant in Indonesia. Affectionately naming her home and vantage point “Crown Heights” (located in an active Hindu Temple)
whilst using the
seferotic map recently published by Andreas Szabo at www.torakosmos.de as a focusing aid and a photo of an important aspect of the global pineal consciousness grid (obelisk in Washington photographed with a ufo lightship) plus a photograph of a place of worship containing, so to say,
liquid light seeping “out”, she too had the most profound experience and felt certain anticipation of something akin to teleportation as for the first time a timeless makom or “place” opened up – a wormhole. She reports that there were many seeming interdimensional lightships in her view, physically outside. She experienced holographic vision through which the seferotic plates were truly multidimensional. “I could see them from many angles”. “I could see many angles also within the shul; a kind of remote viewing I suppose.” So too did she note movement within the shul. “It was fun and rather tiring”, she said. “It was fun”, she said. “Now I have a deeper understanding of perhaps why I was locked up by the bio-psychiatric authorities when I envisioned in light on two separate occasions within two days what I learned later to be the opening to the Luz cave and what I learned later was named an “obelisk”. “I will not be satisfied until we bring our boys lost in Montauk (the Philadelphia Experiment) home.”

“Oh, and by the way...” she wants to share these photos:
Christmas Day 2012
At the Foundation Stone
“An aircraft like object with lights seems to materialize out of nowhere over the Washington Monument and evaporate into a ring of bluish smoke in a span of less than 10 seconds. This was captured Live on Fox News the night before President Obama's second Inauguration.”
Within a split second this appears:

“It reminds me of this “invisible plane which flew over Haven Island last summer”, she added.
“I noticed that there was a little orb near where the plane is usually seen, so I circled it and hypothesized that this little orb might be or have within it a projection device.”
"Something sure seems to be ascending and descending on it", she added.

"on it..."
Here echoed by a Christos: “No one comes to the Father except through me.” (John 14:6)
So, just for fun,
Our correlate of cognition is 40 Hz + QOC - rectified consciousness (To be clear, by rectification here we mean a new plateau from which we further evolve or, rather, revolve) and a rather holy place – Adam.69

“The word Kristo and its derivations, Krst, Krist, Kristo, Khyst and Krishna appeared in every ancient religious system and showed that the original Kristo concept was believed to be the personal and invisible mediator and guide between God and everything spiritual in man.”70

A meditative mediation. A dream awake trance type situation.

“…in theory you get a whole group doing this type of meditation and oscillating back and forth literally, some how, in some fashion, that rock, which is really the top of a mountain, will start exhibiting some strange phenomena and that will be the sign that we’re there. But, it’s going to need us and we need it – because as that
gets stimulated, the geographical rock [the Mayim Chayim liquid light substance of the Foundation Stone], then it will be that much easier for us to plug into it. Our goal is to build one giant Pineal Gland which also in Torah is called daat... it's the crown, the keter.

And this is apparently the root of biblical prophecy. They [our prophets, our krists] knew how to stimulate endogenous DMT. Now what’s going to flow out of the Foundation Stone is not going be exactly DMT but it is going to be a higher dimensional equivalent to that and really ...once we get it stimulated...the idea is to build a network; when you connect computers together, what do you get? You get a super computer...and so connecting the daats, we can build a super computer. We [krists at the correlate of cognition] can do this and prophecy (cosmic consciousness, portal to the higher dimension...), which is prophesized to return...has to return before we enter into the messianic age. That will actually be part of the transition process. that will be the medium that we’re going to be flowing through and it appears, from all the facts and the research and experiments, that it is going to start flowing inside of select individuals who will then, and this can be encouraged but maybe even happen on its own because...daats attract each other because they are from the same substance and this will create the hundredth monkey syndrome, the tipping point, the critical mass and this would be the way the whole messianic process will come in through the back door. No one will suspect it. No one will think to look...also known as the Luz Bone, the Luz Cave. [When oscillating with daats connecting and synchronizing] we are recreating a miniature holy temple, holy of holies and you, the individual doing this, becomes in effect, the kohen gadol – the high priest who is offering up the incense offering inside the holy of holies...and that is what we are attempting to do.”

“...and that is what we are attempting to do.”

“...But charge Joshua, and encourage him, and strengthen him, for he shall go over before this people, and he shall cause them to inherit the land which thou shalt see.”

Deuteronomy 3:28
Sounds like a classic case of messianic complex to me! Tounge-in-cheek rib at bio-psychiatry’s failure to understand aside we may note that for someone who is achieving said state of consciousness unwittingly and in ignorance of the larger picture (i.e one who sees holographic visions of creation and is labeled mentally ill and halluciniatory…) well, this fellow well may think he is the messiah. That is because he is the messiah AKA a krist and, really, as Joel puts it “that’s what we’re attempting to do.” Sadly any psychiatrist who fails to comprehend this works to sabotage the evolution of consciousness. Any Jewish psychiatrist who commits such a crime is at best an ignoramus and is at worst an enemy of his people and a heretic. Yeah, that’s right.

“The DMT that is, in theory, released in the pineal gland [which includes the machinery of cognition being 40 Hz plus the Krist QOC]—you can do a lot with and virtually everyone who has had a DMT experience…it changed their life. They had a completely new experience of what this reality is. It left them as if they had a quick hit of prophecy or visionary experience – to get a peek into the other, higher reality that we are embedded within.” 73

Get it?

We forgot – for the most part – how to open up to our higher reality.

Our UFO... contact experiencers undergo this selfsame torrential paradigmatic shift as Rabbi Bakst here describes for they too are riding at a coherent 40 Hz oscillation throughout the brain involving the release of DMT in Pineal gland, so it seems, and not to forget the speed of their rostralcaudal scan (i.e. from the forehead tefillin to the neck tefillian) is manifest as the KRST QOC.

“When this type of experience happens in somebody’s life, it’s completely life changing and world changing. You’re not the same person after that who you were before. You never will be either and not only that but it’s ongoing and it happens... a lot.” 74
The reason, in part, why our UFO experiencers have the same reaction is that they, if even for a moment and most often unwittingly and involuntarily, geared up to Baseline Perception. And the eternal future holds this state as a constant baseline. In the beginning, anyway.

“But we lost that initiation ([how to] ‘peek into the other, higher reality that we are embedded within’). And that requires initiation. Even if it’s just through someone reading a book, then you initiate yourself or you allow higher entities to initiate you into this – your own pineal gland – the initiator - and who’s the Lord of the Pineal Gland? [Metatron]”

In August 2010, we have such higher entities actually filmed by someone who gained access to the higher dimensional reality and – ironically and sadly - who was labelled “mentally ill” in consequence. Had she not listened to her higher entity friends she might have bought the terrible and horrid lie that she need a life “treatment” (torture) of the powerful and extremely dehabilitating and dangerous anti-psychotic Haldol which was initially (upon her breaking into the higher realm toward which her religion dictates she aspire) forced into her system against her will.
For about seven hours that 2010 August night she stood in awe with her prayerbooks admiring these most splendid objects (each about twenty feet in diameter)– which scanned about half a football field over Friend’s Island in Pointe au Baril, Ontario.
She saw and filmed these objects merge.
and dematerialize.\textsuperscript{76}

That Christmas night from Bull’s Lane in Hamilton Ontario she saw a beautiful multi-colored light over the cityscape – near Christ the King Cathedral. She wanted to share this with her family but, seeing as the psychiatric hospital was literally just a few blocks away, she kept her mouth shut.

She found the video on Youtube next day. This can be seen also at:

UFO Christmas Eve 2010 at Christ the King Cathedral Hamilton Ont
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANmZ7HDbyg&list=UUNXvi2DM4Yo_Cnu-LPtELmw&index=15
Later she became friends with the fellow who filmed the objects and she discovered that the video was captured from the building where her supportive Pointe au Baril Friend Edie lives. Edie helped our girl through some rough times coming to terms with her family’s lack of willingness to become educated about the true nature of what is going on here.

The two single lights manifest together as in the one still above is very much like what our girl and her friend L saw about twenty years ago in Pointe au Baril, Ontario – sweeping all over the full span of the sky for at least one hour. For sake of anonymity, we’ll call our girl “Seven”. Seven and L watched these lights with amazement and laughed to the point where Seven twice fell off the stone wall upon which they were sitting.

In July 2011 Seven returned to Hamilton from Pointe au Baril for a short visit. 23 July her “friends” visited her – her initiators – not delusions of some fancy – and they were filmed – again by a third party.

As reported by Simon Reynolds
What We Saw Was Not Chinese Lanterns

“More importantly, the primary sighting of the three little girls (Emily, Molly and Christina) create more baffling, unanswered questions. They saw what they thought was a “shooting star” descending quickly toward them. By the time it had descended to five feet above the church steeple, it had separated into three shining objects — each the size of a car, but shaped like small, oblong pyramids with rounded edges. They were orange-yellow in colour, but contained a small reddish light in the middle with the appearance of an eye... Then the objects rose to hover over our house, where they remained stationary. Terrified, Emily ran into our house to warn Rose and I. While she was inside with us, Molly and Christina saw the three objects merge and dematerialize.”

Seven is a part of an upcoming documentary which Simon is producing. He too has been a great support to Seven. He is integrating The New Jerusalem Correlate of Krst Cognition and “7undL” into the documentary. For more information please see ROSELAND: Was That A UFO Over Your House?
An extraordinary, up-close UFO sighting is witnessed by three little girls in an urban neighbourhood.\textsuperscript{78}

Seven keeps a close eye (third eye, that is) on the situation and has again frequented her friends at:

Washington D.C.
20 January 2013\textsuperscript{79}

Vatican
\~ 12 March 2013\textsuperscript{80}
The ability to alchemize consciousness, as in Lazlos' brain wave frequency operant studies regarding synchronization, is the job of krists most notably of whom is our High Priest or, dare we say, Shaman.

"Herewith shall Aaron come into the holy place...to make atonement in the holy place...for himself, and for his household, and for all the assembly of Israel."
“The convergence of science and spirituality is based on physics and the new physics is the physics of the smallest parts, the physics of the quantum. The quantum idea leads us clearly to the conclusion that there is no such thing as separation between physical objects – that all times are included together and people are not separate - neither from each other nor from the elements of their environment. In fact we are all one.

When meditators are monitored for their brain states they can get into a syncronicity [i.e. atonement] so that their brain waves are synchronized. Once their brain waves are synchronized, they take these meditators [and] put them into separate chambers which have no electromagnetic connection...flash a light into the eyes of one and watch a brain change instantly in the brain state of the other one. There’s no such thing as you’re alone. You are
never alone\textsuperscript{83}....

because not only does G-d know what’s going on but he’s got a secret way of connecting you to everybody else and make sure that what you do has an impact on others. It’s the power of thought, the power of consciousness and this ability of thought to make these fundamental changes has finally come to the surface in science as well. It used to be a matter of faith\textsuperscript{84} but now it’s a matter of objective reality."\textsuperscript{85}
Quantum entanglement is a fancy name this alchemization of consciousness.

Neuro-psych has got it wrong. We can regard Spirit, in its individuation as human consciousness, as the software programme [AKA Metatron] of cognition of the incarnated entity and the brain – as its hardware. In this case, the brain fulfils the function of a bio-modulator which transforms the astral-energetic signals of Spirit into biological, neurological signals with the purpose of regulating and moving the physical vessel of the incarnated entity in the 3d-space-time.

In this case, it is a fundamental blunder to believe that human consciousness can be found in the human skull, as all neuro-biologists erroneously preach nowadays.”

“Remember, Metatron which – all of our interfacing with the Divine is through Metatron – whether we’re aware of it or not – that’s the name of the game. Metatron is the name of the program. You don’t have to know you’re working on a computer but it’s a computer and it runs by a program and someone programed it. That’s what’s called Metatron in the Torah.”

And of course this brings us to Enoch. “In rabbinical tradition Enoch [who was lifted aloft into rectified consciousness and became Metatron] is known as being the first human soul to become the Messiah or Anointed One (i.e. the Christ), the Great Teacher and Initiator, from whom all our wisdom teachings are derived and who initiates us into the mysteries of life.”

This place, this KRST Cognition space, right here is our quantum entanglement place.

“This planet is interfaced with hidden circuits. Where’s the circuit breaker? That’s the foundation stone [pineal gland]. The global Jerusalem super highway is the highway of the mind. You only have to plug in to one of her circuits.
It’s also called catching a wave.

This is each one of us everywhere in the world. When you get your own temple [40 Hz plus Krist QOC AKA enhanced global gamma coherence] going, your own dynamic differential of your internal polarity between your pineal gland, in the middle, and your occiput area of the Luz bone then your little microcosm is going to trigger the big one (enhanced global global gamma coherence) and then you can tap into the big one to help stimulate your little one and then everybody can tap into the big one and everybody is going to be directed toward Jerusalem and then Jerusalem is going to be able to encompass all of humanity.

The stone which the builders have rejected
has become the head stone, that is the foundation stone.

It begins with Adam and it ends with Adam...”

“...all our little Temples, Jerusalems, get going and then we connect with each other...”
And I will make all My mountains a way, and My highways shall be raised on high.  

“Stimulating the foundation stone with our consciousness thoughts, petitionary prayer and directed meditation can literally awaken it from its current calcified, atrophied and petrified state and cause its river of light to begin to seep. Concurrently, the collective mind of the nation of Israel will begin to wake up and reclaim its dormant power and dormant God-mandated mission. This is the... underlying principle that the foundation rock is the center of the collective consciousness of Israel. What happens to that rock is what will happen to K’lal Israel. And if you look at the world of Jewry today, there is no hope. Maybe ten percent is religious. And of the ten percent that is observant maybe five percent is Torah conscious and maybe of that one percent is plugged in on a deeper metaphysical level. So how is there going to be a change? How is Moshiach (Messiah) going to come? By simply changing, effecting the Foundation Stone everything else will follow. It’s like...if you turn on your pineal gland, guess what? You’re going to have the equivalent of a full-blown otherworldly DMT experience and by token, that’s what would happen, according to the theory, to all of Israel.”

And, of course,
we have plenty of enemies who do their brutish best to prevent such state of consciousness which we need to bring Moshiach.

Too frequently they are bio-psychiatrists. May they understand now that breaking into these “otherworldly” realms is our ticket to redemption and that to forcibly drug (or to suggest the use of drugs which prevent this state of consciousness - requisite for redemption - at all) someone who is blessed with this ability is torture. And to restate, it’s downright anti-messianic.

The Antichrist is any agency, thought form or agenda which attempts to foil our pineal awakening. Naughty bastard.

“..."The pineal principle is the royal road to Torah consciousness – a New Jerusalem, as well as our sword and shield personally and collectively on the battle front of both the physical and spiritual wars being waged against us – the royal road to Torah Consciousness."
“We know that the iron core of our earth vibrates at 40 Hertz (40 pulses per second.) Our earth’s crust has a different vibrational speed at around 7.5 Hertz. When we are at the height of our brain activity we record roughly 40 Hertz and a 7.5 Hertz low brain activity. This draws a direct correlation between the earth's core environment at its height and our brain activity at its height. Also the earth’s outer crust environment pulse rate and our low end brain function.”
“The Torah’s pineal principle informs us that the pineal body within our brain shares the minute fractured fraction that is a fractal of the same frequency as the global pineal – the Foundation Stone.”

“Rainbow energy fields are slowly emerging from Earth’s crystalline structures deep below its surface... assurances arise that the New Jerusalem is emerging on Earth and humans are co-creators of this celestial temple.”

At Stan Romanek’s house some researchers and a documentary filmmaker set up some surveillance cameras. Stan himself gives lots of testimony to seeing entities (some of which he actually filmed) and we can imagine that he is frequently at the frequency required to open up the portal – rainbow lights of the ascended state and all.
“They videotaped a light exploding on the outside of the house.”
Here illustrated in this interdimensional photograph is pineal activation into the third eye of Mary-Isis (This function AKA Baseline Perception.) which is accompanied by such rainbow energy field emanation.

is sitting on a rainbow whilst in the company of the gods or human ETs..."which clearly indicates, if the gods weren’t enough, that he has now ascended – because there are many illustrations of Jesus, after his ascension, also showing him sitting on a rainbow indicating he’s is now in an ascended state and if you go over to the Tibetan traditions there are many, many illustrations of literally the rainbow body which means that as you ascend and your body dematerializes you start to get all these wonderful rainbow colors that are visible around you. That’s the rainbow body state."101

This is exactly what happened in Fatima.

“...the faces of all the people had all the colours of the rainbow: pink, red, blue...”

Joseph’s coat of many colors – his brothers tore off his coat means that they altered Joseph’s frequency. They sucked him back into the three dimensional paradigm – slammed the portal shut and made him ill because no longer at Baseline Perception.

When we are riding at Baseline Perception 40 Hz plus the Krist QOC we perceive our surroundings as filled with such light.
Seven was in a state of awe when she began to perceive as such – the Dome of Light experienced by the initiated priests of the GWB – the holy of holies of Thoth who is Enoch, Hermes the Krist; the Haldol altered her frequency and forbade this state to remain.

Woe unto Joseph but let’s not forget – he becomes King.

Reports from experiencers of magic mushrooms, Ayahuasca, meditation and, of course, DMT abound with seeing this higher dimensional light. In Hebraic tradition this is known as the Ohr Ganuz.

It is also very pretty.

Jesus Christ!
And, again, in this photo of the crop circle grain we see such emanation.

At his feet.
“I saw this city in the deep, deep distance that was dark green and all these lights flickering and clouds flowing over it; and this all started after tremendous geometric patterns that are incredibly rapid you cannot describe to anybody – they are so fast – after those slowed down, I saw this city in the deep distance…”

“But charge Joshua, and encourage him, and strengthen him, for he shall go over before this people, and he shall cause them to inherit the land which thou shalt see.”

Deuteronomy 3:28

“…and that is what we are attempting to do.”
Interdimensionally portrayed again.

And in 28 January 2011 Jerusalem photograph.¹⁰²

“...I John saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down from G-d out of heaven...”
“I saw this city in the deep, deep distance that was dark green and all these lights flickering and clouds flowing over it; and this all started after tremendous geometric patterns that are incredibly rapid you cannot describe to anybody – they are so fast
– after those slowed down, I saw this city in the deep distance..."
And again as picked up from the black and white via the scanner and then photographed; a cosmic ink showing the City of Light as what is true to the picture is true to the so-called real scene as we have unveiling the underlying unifying factor of the New Jerusalem City.
“Strangely around this planet people are beginning to hear a massive hum, a strange sound. It’s happening in Russia, Costa Rica, parts of the United States and nobody, nobody seems to know where it’s coming from – what does it all mean?”

Remote Viewing

block this in: remote viewing is an instance of our exercising “what our psychic function is” (David Wilcock) wherein we “flip the lip” (Rabbi Bakst) and “snap into place” (Freddy Silva re: change when entering specific crop circles) at what herein we describe as Baseline Perception.

Kristofferson maintains and has some pretty good data to prove it, that baseline perception, our correlate of cognition, is something that is the same in everyone – it is universal and is a common factor among men.

As the Ark of the Covenant rests in the Temple upon the Pineal Foundation Stone, so does our instantaneous access to the universal ethical code of the Covenant manifest at Baseline Pineal Perception.

Studies regarding remote viewing have substantiated Kristofferson’s claim. It is indeed the case that at a coherent 40 Hz oscillation throughout the brain, accompanied by the release of DMT in the Pineal gland whilst we record a consistent, across the board universally, speed of the rostrocaudal scan being 12-13 ms – at such a state we “punch a hole through” (David Wilcock) and “time travel” (David Wilcock), exercising Baseline Perception.

According to Mr. Marrs, the political establishment is intentionally withholding the information that “what they discovered...in their experimentation at Stanford Research Institute
was...incredible...everybody they tested had the ability; in other words it's something in us that we all have.”

Mr. Marrs makes it clear that this is the “most severely monitored experiment in history” due to the fact that remote viewing works. He tells us that the engagement of “psychic spies” played a prevalent and decisive role in the termination of the Cold War.

Baseline Perception is who we really are. Trouble is, we just have not been allowed to understand.

So there.

To understand that we can all access Baseline Perception means that we are all able to be our personal physician. A most notable case of this is the revolutionary work of Edgar Cayce who sure seems to be a remote viewer par excellence.

By allowing us to understand that we can heal ourselves, simply by delving into our own G-d-given state of higher-dimensional consciousness, we stop churning in the monstrous profits of the pharmaceutical machinery. Secrecy, ah secrecy. B’sodom (Hebrew)

“Moscow’s medical workers discovered a magnificent gift of a sixteen-year-old girl Natalya Demkina from Saransk. The girl possesses ‘dual vision’. She is capable of discerning a person’s internal organs without using X-ray or ultrasound. [a type of remote imaging/viewing akin to the De La Warr Remote Imaging Camera]
Natasha has already disproved several medical diagnoses and has not made any mistakes. A series of medical experiments conducted in one of the clinics provide substantial and undeniable proofs of the girls' unique abilities...Natasha is capable of distinguishing even the tiniest pathology on a molecular level in the deepest corners of a human body, which are usually left undetected by regular ultrasound. 'It's like having double vision. I can switch from one to the other in no time if I need to know a person's health problem,' says the teenager. ‘I see an entire human organism. It is difficult to explain how I determine specific illnesses. There are certain impulses that I feel from the damaged organs. The secondary vision works only in daytime and is asleep at night.’

At Baseline Perception we access the quantum hologram, as in the following case with "Adam" and in so doing we again note the ability to heal. It is something in us that we all have. "In high school, Adam discovered that he had the ability to heal others' ailments through visualization. By picturing himself inside the body of another person, Adam claims he can remove the energy blockages that prevent the individual's body from functioning properly. For example, when Adam is trying to heal someone with a heart problem, he projects himself inside this person's heart, amid the blood, veins, and arteries. Once inside the patient, Adam takes a visual tour of the ailing organ. By manipulating what he sees, Adam leads the person's body on the path back to health. As Adam experimented with his healing ability, he found that he could heal from a distance. [cf. De La Warr Remote Imaging Device – this apparatus, when intertwined with the consciousness of the proper operator, does for us the very same thing – it is back engineered on the notion of pineal activation/Baseline Perception – notably the inner construction of the camera conforms to the Fibonacci Spiral] By simply looking at someone's photograph, he is capable of connecting with what he refers to as the person's 'energy system' as easily as if the person were sitting in front of him... 'I look at someone's picture. Exactly what happens I really don't know – I think it's just something I was born with. All of a sudden, I totally disconnect from everything around me in the room and I see these images of the person in front of me. And then, from there, I can see what's wrong with the person. When I change around these images in front of me, it influences the person's health.' Though Adam's straightforward tone makes his healing method sound simple, he insists that his work has a complex scientific basis. Invoking principles of quantum physics, Adam explains that he heals by perceiving and controlling the field of quantum information, in which all of the universe's particles are connected to one another. In Dreamhealer, Adam writes that 'during a treatment, I project holographic images, or holograms, in front of me.... Every physical object emits its own quantum hologram, which contains all information about it. From this field of quantum information, I can focus or zoom in using specific information or views, which I project as a hologram. Once this hologram appears, I can manipulate the energy so that the person can find their way back to a healthy state.'
...Adam has treated a variety of conditions, ranging from chronic asthma to syringomyelia, a degenerative spinal condition. His books and web site are filled with glowing testimonials from individuals who had previously given up hope of ever feeling healthy again. Adam and his abilities gained widespread media attention in 2002, when he allegedly cured the terminal pancreatic cancer of rock legend Ronnie Hawkins – without ever having met him. Reading in his local paper that Hawkins had been diagnosed with inoperable pancreatic cancer and had been given three to six months to live, Adam asked Hawkins’ manager for a photograph of the musician. He conducted a series of treatments on Hawkins, working to reduce the size of his tumour by accessing his hologram. As Adam continued to treat Hawkins, the musician gradually began to look and feel healthier. In April 2003, eight months after Hawkins’s cancer had been diagnosed as terminal, doctors ran an MRI. Hawkins was cancer-free, with no evidence of any tumour remaining...”

Discussion

Bio-psychiatry has failed to define cognition while having the brazen audacity to invent mental illnesses (for which there are no clear definitions, laboratory tests, chemical analogues, or cures) such as mania and schizophrenia which are comprised of character and behavior attributes which bio-psychiatry claims to diverge from proper cognition – what is considered normal. Apart from the laughably obvious idiocy and hypocritical contradiction in such claims, we are, with the understanding that we are now gaining concerning cognition, seeing that attributes so often ascribed to those who are tortured with chemical lobotomies, electroshock and involuntary incarceration in mental institutions – well, these attributes are actually indicative of proper, normal, rectified brain functioning.107

“Now I am presenting a link between the pineal gland and the psychotic state of consciousness. I consider that our society does not recognise the potential of people who experience this state of consciousness, and so we are creating a severe disabling illness
totally unnecessarily by not treating these people appropriately in the manner that tribal and subsistence economy people do. It is time we recognised the potential shaman in the psychotic.”

“In order to re-experience contact/abduction, the state of brain function associated with the high-frequency rhythms must be reinstated.” Bio-psychiatry injects people whom they take prisoner as patients with drugs such as Haldol, which prevents such reinstated cognition. We assert here that it is this state of being which is our inalienable right. Our Holy Scriptures assert that Pineal is the House of Elohim, of G-d and here we make contact with interdimensional beings. To deny us our access to Source (i.e. via dream awake/REM baseline perceptive state) is tantamount to manslaughter,

in the least.
David Icke explains that there are obviously forces which are trying ...to bring the vibrational state of the earth's field, the earth's consciousness to as low a point as they can because we as human beings are living in that energy field and it's very simple if you effect the sea you effect that which lives in the sea and so the more that they can lower the vibrational state of the planet the more [dense it becomes] the more we living in that energy field are pulled into that state and when you have the wars and the environmental destruction and all these things that cause tremendous negative emotional energy then you are lowering the vibrational state of the planet...of the people, you're basically holding them in a vibrational prison which makes it much more difficult but not impossible but much more difficult for them to hold connection out into the infinite beyond where they can be in this world but not of it in terms of their perspective of reality. If you disconnect people and hold them in this density [ie. not operating at or even occasionally tapping into baseline perception] hold them in this illusionary reality they are in this world and they are also of it. Therefore the only information that they have to get a fix on how they see life, themselves, and reality in general is through the eyes and the ears ...[and this is controlled by powers overseeing] what we laughingly call the education system, the mainstream media across the planet ...[which is] ...trying to disconnect us from multidimensional infinity so that we don't see the world see from that perspective and therefore see through the illusion, see through the nonsense, and see through the lies and then once they... have disconnected people they then program consciousness this lower level of our consciousness with a reality that suits them ...and this ...and this is why people who have had a different perspective on life ...on reality who have held that connection to some extent out into the infinite and have expressed that view, expressed that vision of reality and possibility here they're the ones that are dubbed crazy, lunatics and dangerous... —not because they are[crazy] but because from the point of consciousness that they are perceiving the world to people who are here -the vast majority- that is just crazy...I mean if you say well is that table solid?...[most people say]' well of course it is, of course it is’ - well it isn't, it can’t be; it's made of atoms, tell me how it does that? ...our minds do that by turning vibrational fields into apparently physical objects; the denser the vibration the slower the vibration the more dense that we decode into that into what appears to be a physical object and so someone who's out there and can perceive that sees the world in a completely different way and because it’s different to the norm and the mass norm which is programmed into people from cradle to grave they’re just isolated and called crazy...when in fact, you know, they’re the people we need to listen to."
Reading from the book jacket of *Solving the Communion Enigma* by Whitley Strieber, John B. Wells adds\textsuperscript{114} “in some of his most persuasive writing he [Strieber] argues that the wave of mysterious episodes marks a *transition* that humanity is undergoing right now that extends far beyond such notions as *contact with aliens*. Against all conscious understanding we are experiencing a broadened awareness of dimensions of reality that exist beyond our current perception.”

And with a cute personal comment, Wells then says “Oh boy...that’s for sure.”

Icke is right “…they’re the people we need to listen to.”

We propose that the definition of Mental illness is exclusively: a state of consciousness which *falls short* of the correlate of cognition as being 40 Hz + QOC.

We maintain that health is gained through returning to the correlate of cognition as being 40 Hz + QOC\textsuperscript{115} and, in fact, we shall assert here also that the DMT seemingly produced in the pineal gland in such a normal (rectified) state – this production of DMT necessarily aids in providing the innate knowledge of the universal ethics as manifest in the Noachide Law.

Why it’s the Ariat consciousness grid – there where Noah’s Ark, Tozar-lit, did land. The only thing, which was remaining for his ark’s landing.\textsuperscript{116}

For the Bible tells us so – that at Pineal, where Jacob raises up a pillar, well in this selfsame place of Baseline Perception – here we are *healed*.\textsuperscript{117}

“I’m actually quite convinced, that we’re probing the biological basis of moral and ethical behavior.” \textsuperscript{118}
“The Ark of the Covenant was made of Acacia, the blood of Christ was Acacia, and Acacia contains the Pineal third eye neurotransmitter DMT and 5meoDMT, as well as mono atomic superconducting elements. It was also amongst the presents given to the Christ Child from the “three kings of Orion,” as the English song goes. The Soma bush was the body of Christ in the Eucharist Agape Gnostic feast, the inner Christ teaching. Acacia was also the burning bush of Moses, but Christ anchored the Soma Christos superconducting body to the Sacrament of the Eucharist, the Body (Soma) and blood (Acacia, Granite Apple)].

Whereas Moses used largely Manna, the mushroom which were encoded in the Holy of Holy’s within the Arks to receive the holographic computer,
Cubeoctahedral Arkives or fallen Akacia Akasha,
which lead to a condition of the Bicameral Brain (see Julian Jaynes and reapply the prior) for thousands of years, as this fruit of the god Sin (Sinai) was partaken of: Sinadonia, Cydonia. This we have demonstrated with overwhelming evidence, utilising not only the Torah, and the Zohar, by biohistory, geology, etnobiology, and clear pictographic and photographic evidence of the Mysterium Tremendum of our ancestors.”
“For that which had not been told them shall they see.”

“And the whole earth was of one language and of one speech”

“Morality may also be a definition of human character ... a better, more functional, more useful, and a healthier definition of human character than what we get from psychology ... Psychology has almost relegated morality to some kind of religious shelf and that when we go to the bookstore — there're the self-help books and there are the religion ... and we're paying a price for that. Ultimately, bottom line, psychology does not present a model for life; it's a therapeutic method ... does not offer a healthy lifestyle and that's why there's a frustration about this psychological view of human beings.”

If we do not understand “what is yes and what is no” then we are not healthy human beings.

“Belief in biological causes of so-called mental illness, including schizophrenia, comes not from science but from wishful thinking or from desire to avoid coming to terms with the experiential/environmental [and most importantly, moral] causes of people's misbehavior or distress.”

“It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick society.”

“So you want to make me healthy by adapting to an unhealthy social order so who's healthy? Nobody's healthy...”

“Psychology recognizes the breakdown but it doesn't have a clear picture of the healthy; it picks up on the disturbances but it doesn't have a clear picture for what would be if there were no disturbances.”

Healthy is a function of rectified baseline perception and this state of consciousness entails the Noachide Law.
“Studies have shown that authentic non-drug induced spiritual experiences cannot be distinguished from psychedelic spiritual experiences.” Dr. Echenhofer

2 Wilcock, David, 2012 Enigima

“The interior [of the Pineal Gland] is filled with water...Why would it matter that there’s water inside the pineal gland?...the water flips in and out through time-space...

The problem that most people are having is that the water calcifies…most people have this chunk of calcium in the center of their brain which looks white on…an x-ray …so our pineal gland is actually supposed to be used for transdimensional access but instead what’s happening is that we’re calcifying it by our diet by the use of fluoride in our toothpaste, fluoride in our water...

The interior of the pineal gland all along the inside has rods and cones just like the retina on your eye. Do you think that maybe when they called it a Third Eye that they knew what they were talking about? Do you think that an eye must have a cornea and a lens and all this vitreous fluid in it like we have? The fluid is there but you’ve just got the retina; but it appears that there is something that is happening inside. It’s like there’s a little television in here and you can actually get audio out of it and you can get video out of it and that video feed is being picked up by the rods and cones and that’s your imagination; that’s the mind’s eye. You actually have a retina.

The answer to why this works is that there is an electromagnetic shield that is created when the light goes out. It may be stimulated by the release of the DMT…these two little arteries here they may not look like much but it’s a known fact that the pineal gland has more blood flow per cubic volume than any other gland in the body. This gland has the most high amount of concentration of energy from your body than anything else and that’s because it’s our gateway.

So if you can start to imagine the idea that there’s this complex magnetic shield that starts forming like this and you see all these weird rotations happening around it and they’re all going in these different directions… and it becomes so fast… it would just start to be all red; you get a perfectly formulated shield around the gland.

When you do that you have now shielded off all of the electromagnetic…radio waves; all the energy that gives us a reference in space-time. That opens up the door to time space…well, there are little molecules inside this [pineal gland] water called microclusters and those molecules can flip over and that’s the gateway that allows you to see into time-space.
So darkness activates the electromagnetic activity. It feels like a pressure, a tone, or a buzz, acceleration inside your head.” Our High Priest’s A-Tone-Ment machine thing. “Then shalt thou make proclamation with the blast of the horn...

in the day of atonement shall ye make proclamation with the horn throughout all your land.”

A-tone-ment is our at-one-ment whence we return to our equally distributed frequency operant throughout the brain.
“You will hear sometimes, it’s almost like a gong, like a pressure in your head. Some people just call that Kundalini Activation but what’s actually happening is sometimes spontaneously even during the day your pineal gland just kicks up. It’s like a car engine…that suddenly gets going and you feel this sort of explosive energy shooting up into your head. This is actually this mechanism, this machinery of electromagnetic charge zooming around to do all these different things to shield off the water inside to give you access [to the parallel reality of the collective unity of mind – time-space].

We have water that flips inside out; this allows you to see into this other realm that we already know exists because we can prove in quantum physics that a particle turns into a wave and that a wave is spaced out in time.

So the water becomes a conduit to time space, a parallel reality, and your interior retina in your third eye, because we actually do have three, records the visual images. DMT seems to accelerate the activity…so it does very much look like the pineal gland is a natural hypergate…”

3 Term loosely coined from from Rabbi Joel Bakst.
4 “Globality of 40-Hz activity may turn out to be the relevant feature of robust conscious experiences, not the mere presence or absence of some 40Hz activity (Llinas and Pere, 1991, p 527)” The Nature of Consciousness: Philosophical Debates, ed Block, Ianagan, Guzeldere, MIT Press 1997
5 In the spirit of Mashiach ben Yoseph is Jesus here representing a specific example of the consciousness of the KRST
6 Rabbi Joel Bakst, DMT: The Spirit Molecule 2010 (documentary) http://documentarystorm.com/the-spirit-molecule/

“...
understand the concept of fractal geometry, no matter how small it is it contains everything that is in the larger picture."

7 full quote “...[P]ineal production of DMT is inseparable from the ubiquitous role in Torah literature of the phenomenon known as Metatron. In Hebrew, ‘MT’ (mem tet also being the numerical value of 49) or ‘MTT’ (mem tet tet) are the traditional ways the kabbalists abbreviate Metatron. Henceforth, in our discussion of Luz the term M-DMT is shorthand for Metatronic DMT, i.e., DMT is the chemical analog for the life force and spirit of Metatron.”

8 “Mashiach ben Yoseph is a meta-archetype, i.e., an all encompassing collective consciousness which networks and directs a vast matrix of smaller and distinct yet interdependent processes. A meta-archetype in Torah literature is known as an arch-angel. In this case it is the super arch-angel known throughout the Talmud, Midrash, Zohar and the Kabbalah writings of the GRA as Metatron.”

9 Rabbi Joel Bakst http://www.chazonhatorah.org/meta-tron.htm

10 Rabbi Joel Bakst 28 December 2011 Secret Doctrine of the Goan of Vilna

11 Dr. Rodolfo Llinas links 40 Hz brainwave activity to the thalamus (center of our brain). The Thalamus is the axis of the wheel having vortex motion. Connecting brain parts to the body and connects the brain part to each other. From video “30 Minutes Hypnotize, Hallucinate, , Harmonics of 40 Hz Entrainment”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTfMDwLaqY

12 Rabbi Joel Bakst

13 http://www.pnas.org/content/90/5/2078.full.pdf+html

14 “The Ascension of humanity to the 5th dimension will be in essence a full return of human consciousness to the dream state of Spirit, by eliminating all the limitations of daily consciousness once and for all. This is one valid definition of Ascension.” Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011 The Appropriate Use of DMT, Psilocin, Mescaline, Ecstasy in the Preparation for Ascension (AUDMTMEPA) The Astral-Energetic and Pharmacological Basis of Psychedelic Drugs in Opening Human Consciousness for the Multidimensionality of the 5th Dimension From the Point of View of the New General Theory of Biological Regulation of the Universal Law

15 ibid


17 ibid

18 Through repetition of the perceptual discriminatory task over and over and over again for a matter of decades (religiou
Kristofferson ritualistically and finally, after hitting the climactic buzz/tear in space-time fabric snap into place at the ascended AKA rectified consciousness state. Kristofferson called this state “The Moment” and, as it is a partial indicator – a most relevant piece of our puzzle – describing our requisite mental apparatus to open our universally shared common one-mind, third eye of our vortex to higher dimensional consciousness indeed it is “The Moment We’ve all Been Waiting For”. We may well note here that, as is indicative of this state of Baseline Perception, Kristofferson appropriately illustrated some personal instances of telepathy.

17 ibid
20 Stuart Hameroff M.D.
Professor, Departments of Anesthesiology and Psychology
Director, Center for Consciousness Studies
The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona Breakthrough Study on EEG of Meditation
http://www.quantumconsciousness.org/EEGmeditation.htm
“My guess is also that intensity of experience corresponds not only with coherence, but also frequency, that the 80 to 120 Hz coherence is present in the trained meditators and represents the highest form of consciousness.”

21 There’s a device manufactured out of Laurentian University which has demonstrated very limited success (possibly because the scan is at 25ms and not one step down at 12.5ms and possibly since the headset focuses on the right side of the brain more than on the left instead of upon global gamma coherence) with what sure seems to be achieving something akin to the Baseline perceptual state of which Dr. Llinas speaks. Herein are Shiva Neural Stimulation Technology Legal: Shiva Neural Stimulation signals are based on templates provided and licensed by Stan Koren and Dr. M.A. Persinger of Laurentian University’s
Neurosciences Program. Thanks are due to Dr. Michael Persinger for his extensive help in developing The Shiva Stimulation Device.

“Shiva is an an example of **circumcerebral complex magnetic neural stimulation**. In laboratory experiments, circumcerebral stimulation was able to elicit psychic perceptions from ordinary people and enhance the psychic perceptions of a skilled remote viewer.”

Regarding this headset:

"Had a very distinct "visit" (including a clear visual) from a sort of "being" or intelligence two days after my first (Shiva Neural Stimulation, using the) Persinger session. I've been doing a lot of work attempting to contact specific "entities"... Anyway, I was not expecting anything like this to happen after just one session - especially not so dramatically - and I chalked it up to some sort of ... effect caused by my many attempts to do this activating (with little to no success ) in the past. The Persinger session was probably just the jump-start that was needed to push the whole process over-the-edge and on the road to my desired ends."

"... I used the “Shiva Neural Stimulation system” for the first time the other day and again I was surprised by the outcome. My intention was to heighten even further my intuition, and 30 minutes after my session I experienced “Samadhi” (intense God realization) Whoa!"

The success of this Shiva Neural Stimulation technology in achieving such obviously DMT-type encounters rests no doubt largely in this angle of the mechanics of the apparatus described by its manufacturers:

“The binding factor runs from front to back, repeating every 25 milliseconds (giving it a frequency of 40 Hertz)”

Hence the speed of the rostral caudal scan is 25 ms with a frequency of 40 Hz. Dr. Llinas has it that the speed of the rostral caudal scan is half (step-wise function of Dr. A.B. Kristofferson here) this, 12.5 ms, and is accompanied by the same frequency of 40Hz. Would the Shiva headset have greater success if they stepped up the rostral caudal scan to 12.5 ms and applied it evenly throughout the brain? I think the answer is “yes”. Also, does this mean that at both the overall speeds (25 ms and 12.5 ms) of the rostral caudal scan the accompanying frequency is 40Hz. Is this the case?

Is the so-dubbed God Helmet/Shiva Technology really nothing other than an attempt at what Rabbi Bakst calls the Cherubim Headset? This Cherubim headset is our state of consciousness when at Baseline Perception as herein defined – we are centered between the angels or the cherubim at the Ark of the Covenant and are herein at Luz-Pineal with 40 Hz plus Krist QOC and DMT production bringing on our opening of the interdimensional vortex from 3D to 4D.

After ensuring that we envision ourselves in a torus, “[t]he key is to visualize those two cherubim...you get your Cherubim Headset and... you plug it in to the center – there’s a plug in the middle of your brain - of your brain; you plug your Cherubim Headset into your Pineal gland and then you recite mentally, verbally “Bring Jerusalem Home”...it is a formula that has a power of its own...it will force, it will open up this portal that, according to Torah sources is located in the
middle of our brain, that is our foundation stone just like the Foundation Stone in Jerusalem is
located in the middle, the center of the world."

Rabbi Joel Bakst, City of Luz, USA P2P Class 13 Sandalphonics Oct 10 2012

22 Dr. Aharon Altabe from Paris, France wrote:

Dear Rabbi,
The Sefer Ta'amei Haminhagim states in the name of Eliyahu Rabba and Zohar that there is a
bone in the brain which never vanishes. You can't burn it, break it or mill it. I believe it b'emuna
shelemah - with utmost faith - but I would like to know if someone could tell me more about it:
Did you see it or read about it or hear a Rav ... or a physician who could give the name of such a
bone? Thanks to you.

Dear Dr. Aharon Altabe,
Yes, according to tradition there is a kind of bone or organ no bigger than a barley corn called
the luz or neskvi; its shape is almost cubic and apparently it lies at the top of the spine, inside the
skull underneath the brain. It is described as having within it many intertwined spider-like blood
vessels.

It has curious properties: It receives nourishment only from food eaten Saturday night at the
melave malka meal. And, yes, it is indestructible and doesn't decay in the grave. The Midrash
says that the Roman Hadrian once took a luz and tried to grind it, burn it, and dissolve it in
water, to no avail. When he hammered it against an anvil, the hammer and anvil broke!

... The future resurrection of the dead will be from this bone;
... that is, a person will be resurrected from his luz bone.
The idea behind it is this: The luz symbolizes the point where physical and spiritual meet. Thus,
it is nourished only from melave malka, the meal eaten between the spiritual Shabbat and the
physical weekday. It's like the Western Wall: Just as the Western Wall will never be destroyed,
and from it the Third Temple will be built, so too the luz is never destroyed, and from it the
person will be re-built during the future resurrection.
Regarding the precise identity of the bone, I advise asking Dr. Eli Temstet from Paris. I am sure
he can be of help.

Sources
Sefer Ta'amei Haminhagim 425
Dr. Peter Killeen, University of Arizona

24 Paul Genova, Associate Professor of Psychiatry, University of Vermont, from “Dump the DSM!” in Psychiatric Times April 2003:
http://www.psychdisorders.org/psych_billing_bible.htm

“The American Psychiatric Association's DSM diagnostic system has outlived its usefulness by about two decades. It should be abandoned, not revised. . . . it is time for the arbitrary, legalistic symptom checklists of the DSM to go. . . . The aggregate is an awkward, ponderous, off-putting beast that discredits and diminishes psychiatry and the insight of those who practice it.” Consider the fact that your clinical practice is governed by a diagnostic system that:
- is a laughingstock for the other medical specialties;
- requires continual apologies to primary care doctors, medical students, residents, and the occasional lawyer or judge;
- most of our thoughtful colleagues privately rail against;
- insists upon rigid categories that often serve only to confuse and misinform patients and their clinical workers (sometimes abetted by televised drug advertising);
- is so intellectually incoherent as to raise eyebrows among the well-educated, critical thinkers in our own psychotherapy clientele;
- persuades the world at large that psychiatry no longer has anything of interest to say about the human condition.
If it were within your power to do so, wouldn’t you get rid of this system?”

25 In his book Toxic Psychiatry, psychiatrist Peter Breggin, M.D., said “there is no evidence that any of the common psychological or psychiatric disorders have a genetic or biological component” (St. Martin’s Press, 1991, p. 291). Lawrence Stevens, J.D.

http://www.antipsychiatry.org/exist.htm

“Remember that no biochemical, neurological, or genetic markers have been found for attention deficit disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, depression, schizophrenia, anxiety, compulsive alcohol and drug abuse, overeating, gambling, or any other so-called mental illness, disease, or disorder.” Bruce Levine, Ph.D. (psychologist), Commonsense Rebellion: Debunking Psychiatry, Confronting Society (Continuum, New York 2001), p. 277.

“First, no biological etiology has been proven for any psychiatric disorder (except Alzheimer’s disease, which has a genetic component) in spite of decades of research. ... So don’t accept
Edward Drummond, M.D., Associate Medical Director at Seacoast Mental Health Center in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in his book The Complete Guide to Psychiatric Drugs (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 2000), pages 15-16. Dr. Drummond graduated from Tufts University School of Medicine and was trained in psychiatry at Harvard University.

"In medicine, strict criteria exist for calling a condition a disease. In addition to a predictable cluster of symptoms, the cause of the symptoms or some understanding of their physiology must be established. ... Psychiatry is unique among medical specialties in that... We do not yet have proof either of the cause or the physiology for any psychiatric diagnosis. ... In recent decades, we have had no shortage of alleged biochemical imbalances for psychiatric conditions. Diligent though these attempts have been, not one has been proven. Quite the contrary. In every instance where such an imbalance was thought to have been found, it was later proven false. ... No claim of a gene for a psychiatric condition has stood the test of time, in spite of popular misinformation." Joseph Glenmullen, M.D., clinical instructor in psychiatry at Harvard Medical School, in his book Prozac Backlash (Simon & Schuster, New York, 2000), pages 192-193, page 196, and page 198.

26 “[M]ental illness also has no non-biological existence - except in the sense that the term is used to indicate disapproval of some aspect of a person’s mentality.” Does Mental Illness Exist?, Lawrence Stevens, J.D. http://www.antipsychiatry.org/exist.htm. In other words, as it stands with contemporary psychiatry today, behaviours such as entering altered states of consciousness (albeit often unwittingly) are dubbed “mental illness”.

It is a well known fact that the first successful psychedelic experience after inhaling DMT creates in most cases a direct contact to the multidimensional level of the individual soul, so that the incarnated entity can gain intimate insights into the soul contract for his current incarnation. This knowledge leads automatically to a higher state of enlightenment and revelation, and usually transforms the psychological structure of the individual dramatically. The ego loses its grip on the personality, and the transcendence of human consciousness can begin... the chief objective of all humans..." Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011

"Talk of the Town", Independence Day, 4 July 1983 New Yorker Magazine

"Psychedelic experience is an experience of the multidimensionality of the soul, or higher self, by expanding the daily consciousness of the middle self. This experience is not a hallucination, but the only true experience of cosmic reality.

In fact, the experience of the 3d-space-time by the sequentially operating daily consciousness is the actual hallucinatory perception that creates the energetic plane of human experience as incarnated entities. This is not at all understood by all neuro-biologists. Hence their total confusion.

A typical hallucinatory idea of the middle self is to believe that the brain is the place, where human ideas are created and harboured. In fact the brain cannot think – it can only transform the astral impulses of the soul in neuronal action potentials." Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011

"And I actually know a couple of Western scientists who were doing some studies down there some time ago and they were in a small circle and they both drank DMT together and they both had the exact same vision of a big bird, like a vulture, sitting just outside the circle, which just the two of them were able to see - no one else did in their group. So I think experiments can be designed that can try to standardize as many of the independent variables as possible to see if people do enter the same state with DMT and other really powerful psychedelic drugs, and if they did, then that would lend some more credibility to the idea that it is something that isn't just one's individual hallucination."

Rick Strassman, MD Interview with Martin W. Ball, Ph.D. - PART 1
By: Rick Strassman MD

"We live in –an intelligent universe whose apparent concreteness is generated by cosmic data from an unknowable, organized source, [and] holographic theory says that: —...our brains mathematically construct hard reality by interpreting frequencies from a dimension"
transcending time and space. The brain is a hologram, interpreting a holographic universe."

(Cyberneticist David Foster)

36 “From a teleological point of view, it is precisely this retardation of the action potentials at the neuronal synapses of the brain that creates the illusion of sequential time and the 3d-space-time reality of the incarnated human beings. This fundamental gnostic fact has been extensively elaborated by myself in the new Gnosis of the Universal Law (see German scientific books on Gnosis). It is in the core of all human cognition and its inherent limitations.” Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011 (AUDMTMIPA)

37 Indeed, with rectified consciousness at our state of baseline perception we see, and from this we must analogise that we also see as in understand, holographically. Note this account of a report by a DMT user:

The Mind's Eye: Personal Experiences with DMT
Second Account

"The more I inhaled the more profound and intense the buzzing became... . Somewhere inside I knew the world was always like this. I just had to look at the proper angle to see it. Fortunately, DMT provided this perspective.

I intuitively felt that the DMT had somehow sped up my brain's sensory processors. Light and sound waves broke out of their macroscopic patterns and could be sensed at quantum levels. Frequencies not normally accessible to human range were suddenly tangible. My most intense hallucinations followed the tightening of my face and eye, leading me to believe that an actual physical alteration in the sensory mechanics was being made, a fourth dimensional focusing of some kind.

Every surface in the room suddenly had infinite depth. Any surface that reflected light (the glossy poster, the picture frame, the slick postcard) appeared as a window into a swirling dimension and beyond. As I examined the surface of the poster holographic images appeared, spun, and changed at every angle. It was like gazing into an object I had as a child, a small reflective button covered with tiny plastic ridges. If held at one angle an image of a smiling clown would appear. Held the other way it was the same face, but crying. Turn the button in a 45 degree arc and the face goes happy, sad, happy, sad, happy.

Beneath the surface of the poster I could see a slowly but constantly convecting fluid. This, I perceived, was matter in its true state, continually reinventing itself, crystallizing from the inside out in all directions at once and melting away at the surface. It was in constant flux, pushing against space-time and continually interacting with waves and particles of energy, the same waves and particles that flow through me, bounce off me and are generated by me. This realization was deep, affirming, comforting, reassuring. The wall seemed to smile at me and say, ‘Yes, don't you see now how we are all connected. We are all part of the same whole.'
Just past the five minute mark I started to come down. I felt energized, electric, fully focused and awake for perhaps the first time in my life. I smoked DMT at approximately 1am and stayed up late into the night discussing it with Dave. I felt reborn, alive, confident, spiritually activated.

Again, we have what seems to be a direct correlation of baseline perception entailing holographic perception in the case of Daniel Ryan who, whilst engaging with UFOs describes such visuals:

"The first craft I am almost completely positive was of otherworld origin; due to the DNA Scan, telepathic receptions, and the way it just lit up brilliantly and completely disappeared...After the first experience I began to receive information from what seemed to be hyper spatial sources of intelligence, these were like highly energized thought form images that I perceived in holographic visual form. They were highly charged seed packets released into my consciousness - total and complete holographic visual information... I had the experience of receiving information in holographic visual form through telepathic hyperlink-up/direct thought form transference - almost like streaming 3-d movies... I was turned into a supersensitive receptor for these hyper spatial sources of intelligence/information..."

Daniel gives details for his newly-acquired UFO-affiliated access to higher dimensional holographic baseline perception "streaming 3-d movies": “I saw the Silicate Based Representation of the Solar Deity or the Higher Dimensional Geometric form of the Lion/Sphinx on the Giza Plateau... I saw the lion in its higher dimensional geometry form. As I observed the Lion/Sphinx on the Giza Plateau, it stood up. As it stood up, the image of the lion was overlaid with a horses' physiology. Next the face underwent a transfiguration, and it acquired a phoenix head and spread its wings. As it spread its wings, the image further shifted to reveal the Sphinx in its Higher Dimensional Geometry Form. The Horse-Phoenix began to gallop; flapping its beautiful wings. As it lifted off the ground it completed its transformation. Before my eyes was beheld a beautiful Pegasus. This Pegasus had a Single Horn with a Di-Strand Spiral, like a Unicorn. I would say this is the Silicate Based representation and Original Imprint of the Solar Deity..."
Kristofferson (1990) shows how the linear plot of the Weber function for a temporal discrimination task becomes a step function after extensive practice, when the task becomes overlearned. [i.e. via doing the same thing over and over again]

The step function is composed of a series of flat plateaus within which the discrimination threshold remains constant, separated by sudden increases in discrimination threshold, so that the step function straddles back and forth across the nonlinear function predicted by Weber’s law. A period doubling is observed between successive plateaus, i.e. each plateau is double the length of the previous plateau, as discussed by Geissler (1997). In other words the microstructure of Weber’s law...
is not a smooth logarithmic function, but a discontinuous step-function rising in octaves like those of a musical scale.”

That is as with the set locked [aspect] ratio of the the way that a hologram works. The very backbone of creation, in Jewish wisdom literature, is based in a formula wherein the “exact ratio is always retained”. (Rabbi Yoel Baskt, Metatron http://www.chazonhatorah.org/learning-center.htm)

“…[T]he concept of Metatron is the very backbone of the GRA’s [Goan of Vilna’s] cosmology of creation and his understanding of the purpose of the Jewish people. If we are to believe in the GRA’s mission and accept his system of thought, then we will have to get used to thinking in terms of Metatron because Metatron is as Jewish as you can get.” (Bakst, Metatron)

“Likewise, pineal production of DMT is inseparable from the ubiquitous role in Torah literature of the phenomenon known as Metatron. In Hebrew, —MTI (mem tet also being the numerical value of 49) or —MTTI (mem tet tet) are the traditional ways the kabbalists abbreviate Metatron. Henceforth, in our discussion of Luz the term M-DMT is shorthand for Metatronic DMT, i.e., DMT is the chemical analog for the life force and spirit of Metatron. Dr. Strassman, in his book has coined the term ‘spirit molecule’ to refer to the role of ‘spirit’ being mediated through the material body of the DMT molecules. The Kabbalistic teachings of the Luz-pineal define a map of reality where Metatron is the actual specific name of the DMT ‘spirit molecule’.” (Rabbi Yoel Bakst, Journey to the Secret City of Luz)

Subject-reported experience with DMT and pineal activation (Coherent 40 Hz oscillation plus the KRST QOC) reports that indeed we see/perceive in a literal sense 2D as a 3D hologram.

“All evil and suffering is just about to become a non-entity and all reality will quantum jump into a multi-dimensional holographic wonderland of pure divinity and bliss”. (pg 33 Bakst Ad D'Lo Yada)

“…our brains mathematically construct hard reality by interpreting frequencies from a dimension transcending time and space. The brain is a hologram, interpreting a holographic universe.” (Cyberneticist David Foster)

The setting is in the Brotherhood of Light’s “central structure in the Temples of Wisdom”. There, “[i]f you look up, you can see the dome of white light become rainbows, and then see the eternal story of creation. The dome itself is a kind of hologram for visions, and beautiful three dimensional images are often displayed there.”

http://www.illuminati-news.com/great-white-brotherhood.htm

39 Llinas, Rodolfo, Ph.D., M.D., Thomas and Suzanne Murphy Professor of Neuroscience and Chairman of the Department of Physiology and Neuroscience NYU Langone Medical Center
40 Stuckey, Lawson, Luna, J psychoactive Drugs 2005 June; 37 (2): 163-168
42 As the human brain indeed is a microcosm of the larger planet earth, both with left and right hemispheres, so too is it constituted of its center in Pineal with holy sites distributed globally. Via
the enhanced global gamma coherence AKA Baseline Perception as here defined, we come to the door which opens us to the likes of these “alien visitors”, lightships, the DMT type entities and elves described in Dr. Strassman’s and in Terrence McKenna’s research...

Joel Bakst relates that: “As the pineal body, the personal foundation of consciousness, is to every cell in the human body, so is the geographical spiritual history and location of Jerusalem’s foundation stone to the world and all humanity. The Torah not only maintains that there are numerous holy places, sacred vortexes and energy centers located all around the globe, but all the sacred stones, for example – Stonehenge [see ft 70 for a photo of liquid light emanating through the central stone of a drawing of Stonehenge – higher dimensional light captured via videography akin to what we see when riding at Baseline perception], all the sacred rocks,
for example the various pyramids, and all the sacred cities, for example Machu Pichu, are rooted in and are emanating out of Jerusalem. In other words, identifying Jerusalem as the center of consciousness, global consciousness and individual consciousness does not in any way negate that there are other holy spots on the planet; holy sites, cities, holy mountains. The whole world is filled with them. Torah is maintaining however there is a meta-center to all the holy places. That is Jerusalem...

“The sages tell us the holiness, the sanctity, the state of consciousness will spread out unto the entire world Jerusalem needs all these holy places in the world. And truly, those who understand Jerusalem from the perspective of a higher dimensional consciousness understand that Jerusalem is here now. It’s here and therefore all the more so why we’re able to access our own inner Jerusalem. Moreover, and this is crucial and very revelatory – for not only non-Torah Jews and gentiles but for Torah Jews and for Torah Gentiles, just as a pineal gland is useless without the rest of the body, Jerusalem cannot be complete without every single of these geographical and historical locations reuniting with her.”

P2P Class 13 Sandalphonics Oct 10 2012

And the time is come verily that herein we capture our images of ships at all such sites (and in many other places as the liquid light is oozing from the West to the East with marked rapidity) easily and frequently via our advanced photographic equipment. What the Brazilian UFO experiencers report we with simplistic ease record. And it seems quite likely that it is largely due to their achieving Baseline Perception, stimulation from below, hand in hand with the exercise of this same skill set by Tibetan Monks, devout Catholic cloistered visionary sisters, our girls at
Garabandel and the children at Fatima, and holy men and women of all faiths, that indeed we may have such encounters to record. This stairway to heaven don’t need no Led Zeppelin; it is built in the silence of Zechariah’s claim: “…[n]ot by might, nor by power, but by my spirit, saith the L-rd of Hosts.” (Zechariah 4:6)


With none other than the Torah backing him, Stankov seems right on the mark: “But I do strongly recommend the broad use of DMT or psilocin in the remaining time to Mass Ascension...as to allow the vast majority of human beings, who have not progressed that much on the path of Ascension, to make their individual psychedelic experience in order to gain a glimpse into the multidimensional reality that is awaiting them in the 5th dimension. This is the stimulus, they need in order to make their final choice to ascend.”

Rabbi Joel Bakst maintains (fall 2012) that we must not advocate such use. I agree and say we must not do so en masse. I think that the remnant of which Isaiah speaks – that pivotal influence which will tweak us into higher dimensional baseline perception – it is they, and here I for certain side with Bakst, who provide for us the necessary map we must have in mind whilst undergoing any such ingestion or any otherwise produced DMT within the pineal gland (our state of Baseline Perception) as a method for the acceleration of consciousness.

Stankov seems to be calling the fourth dimension the fifth dimension but nonetheless he, as is Judaism made clear by our Vilna Gaon... via Rabbi Bakst, is advocating that we should creating such an interdimensional vortex our aspiration.

“There are two goals when we journey to Luz. The first goal is to arouse the Luz-pineal body to secrete ‘spirit molecules’ of the M-DMT chemical that is produced naturally in the human brain. The second goal is to offer the M-DMT “sacred liquid” up to Adam Elyon in order to stimulate and accelerate the redemption process of humanity and all reality.”

The Jinn -Coast to Coast am 29 April 2013 with George Noory, guest Robert Stanley, ufologist and editor of Unicus Magazine (in show description)
http://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2013/04/29

The Jinn -Coast to Coast am 29 April 2013 with George Noory, guest Robert Stanley, ufologist and editor of Unicus Magazine

The Jinn - Noory Coast to Coast am 29 April 2013
In 1970, under the huge pressure of the pharmaceutical industry and many conservative lobbies and state institutions, which were scared by the liberating potential of psychedelic drugs on the collective human consciousness and by the social consequences of such an expanded citizens’ awareness, these drugs were practically forbidden for broad use by classifying them in the same category as heroin.

The same holds true for DMT (dimethyltriptamine), which is a physiological compound of the human body, although it can be synthetically produced. The drug was classified as a schedule I drug under the UN 1971 Convention on psychotropic drugs, respectively under the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 in the USA, and thus also put in the same category as other notorious drugs of addiction.

This decision has absolutely no foundation in any scientific evidence so far, even when we consider the data of present-day failed pharmacology and medicine. It has no other purpose, but to hinder the broad human population to gain transcendental multidimensional experience. In many past traditions, DMT was well known and broadly used, and was referred to as the “God’s drug.” I will talk below in more detail about this natural substance of human metabolism. “As already mentioned, DMT is produced only in negligible quantities in the brain, because it can very easily open huge portals to the 5th dimension, where the higher self of the incarnated entity has an unlimited access to the multidimensionality of All-That-Is. The middle self is thus expanded and its perception merges with that of the higher self. Especially in the current End Times, when the ego must be put aside, and the daily consciousness of the incarnated entities is lifted to the expanded cognition of the higher self in the course of preparation for Ascension, such psychedelic drugs will play a very important role in the evolution of human awareness.

However, they are currently prohibited by the Powers That Be, which have their strongholds in the financial and the heath care sector. They observe rigorously that the human population does not make any transcendental, psychedelic experiences, which will automatically jeopardize their control over present-day enslaved humanity. It is not a coincidence that among light workers the concept that the earth is a “prison-planet” has been firmly established.

Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011 (AUDMTMEPA)
are destined to see them and interact with them any way." (As reported as being said by remote-viewing monks at [http://theboldcorsicanflame.wordpress.com/2011/03/22/remote-viewing-tibetan-monks-see-extra-terrestrial-powers-saving-the-world-from-destroying-itself-in-2012/](http://theboldcorsicanflame.wordpress.com/2011/03/22/remote-viewing-tibetan-monks-see-extra-terrestrial-powers-saving-the-world-from-destroying-itself-in-2012/)) The state of consciousness wherein we remote view is what we are defining here as Baseline Perception – 40 Hz plus the KRST QOC.

**54 Breakthrough study on EEG of meditation**


Stuart Hameroff M.D.
Professor, Departments of Anesthesiology and Psychology
Director, Center for Consciousness Studies
The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

**55 Dr. Serena Roney-Dougal, Walking Between the Worlds: Links between Psi, Psychodelics, Shamanism and Psychosis An Overview of the Literature**


**57 Dr. Stankov’s take on things are that the “[a]scended Masters,” [are] multidimensional personalities [who] operate from the 5th dimension, although they can always project a light body in the 3d-space-time on earth.” Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011 (AUDMTMEPA) A holographic light vision on more than one occasion of, say, the Black Madonna, a crystal clear brilliant pillar of light obelisk, and the Sphinx may be one such manifestation. One case study focuses upon a female who had such an experience and she was told by her attending bio-psychiatrists that she was ill.

Now Enoch is our prototypical ascended master and he as Metatron appears as a higher dimensional vision being in the form of a pillar of light:

“About Metatron, investigation reveals that —In Kabbalah, he is the angel who led the children of Israel through the wilderness. Upon arriving in heaven as Enoch, he was equipped with 36 pairs of wings and innumerable eyes. His name has been interpreted as ‘the one who occupies the throne next to the divine throne.’ When invoked, he appears as ‘a pillar of fire, his face more dazzling than the sun.’ In the later Zohar, Metatron is spoken of as the ‘rod of Moses’, one end of which comes life, the other end comes death.” [http://74.125.95.132/search?q=cache:cLPrGcNHOs4J:azothgallery.com/gnosis_chronology.html+me](http://74.125.95.132/search?q=cache:cLPrGcNHOs4J:azothgallery.com/gnosis_chronology.html+me)

It is worth while to note that our misunderstood case study female saw this manifestation of a pillar of light hand in hand with what she later associated clearly with the opening from within the Foundation Stone in Jerusalem.
Not surprisingly, as we know from our Brazilian jungle study, she, exercising her machinery of cognition at ‘hyperaroused’ Baseline Perception, at the same time as seeing grow in great luminosity in front of her in light this pillar and this glowing cave, had a distinct understanding that there was an alien presence outside her window.

**Gee, it sure is comfy in here**

I just knew that cave of light which just happened to look exactly like this and which grew as if from thin air alongside an illuminated pillar, illuminating the white wall in front of me as I was reading the Torah in Hebrew - I just knew it meant more than what the doctors gave me credit for.

Needless to say that, at the very same time I had seen a most beautiful what I later learned is called “tracing pattern overlap” when DMT is released in the brain. Couple a most beautiful oriental style carpet as an external layer over the drugs at the hospital’s labyrinth and I had a certain sense of an alien presence whilst I had a so-called compulsion to tear this old map which I had not before seen.

I just tore it from the book.
as she was locked in a mental ward. This is one of two pictures which she drew “automatically” (note the similarity of the double slit experiment to her rendition, unknowingly, of what appears to be a lightship descending at Zion) while at the hospital.

Similarly, we note on 28 January, 2011 in Jerusalem:

Again:
At a labyrinth at the hospital she envisioned an ornate oriental carpet on an ethereal plane above the maze of grass. It seems to go without saying that, not long after this experience, this same girl was the only person on the planet to point out the lightships flying around the Vatican on Christmas Eve 2012 as reported in a video by CNN. See Youtube channel owlfromluz for video. She also has recorded personal visitations from super-radiant light entities which stayed with her all night; these apparently same entities have been filmed at the Vatican, and at the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem since that time.
58 Rabbi Joel Bakst P2P Book and Keruv Crusie #3 March 13(1)

59 Rabbi Joel Bakst P2P Book and Keruv Crusie #3 March 13(1)

60 Ethics of the Fathers, 6:2

61 Likeuti Amarim 37 “But whereas the revelation in Sinai lasted only a short time, the revelation in the future will be permanent.”

62 “…one of the most unexpected aspects of the studies [subjects voluntarily injected with DMT thereby entering state of Baseline perception] results was the frequency with which people described a kind of contact with these intelligent kinds of entities that were conscious of them and interacted with the volunteers in this quite strange space.” Dr. Rick Straussman DMT Spirit Molecule

63 DMT Spirit Molecule Documentary 1


The Apollo Program Emblem The Earth and the Moon flank a large stylized letter “A” against a background of stars. The Constellation Orion, The Mighty Hunter, is positioned so that its three central stars, known as Orion’s belt, form the bar of the letter “A”. These stars are Mintaka, Alnilam, and Alnitak. The star shown above the Moon is Orion’s shoulder, the red star Betelgeuse, and his other shoulder on the right top side of the “A” is the white star Bellatrix. Under the right side of the “A” is Orion’s foot, the blue-white star Rigel and under the left side of the “A” is Orion’s other foot, the blue-white star Saiph. Rigel is one of the Apollo Astronaut’s 37 navigational stars. Between the lines of the “A” is Orion’s sword and in the center of the sword is the Orion Nebula...


66 “The Kabbalah describes a process of ‘tzimtzum,’ contraction of light, in addition to concealment and encoding of the information that light carries—comparable perhaps to the way an email or an image might be encrypted and encoded when sent over the internet…. The
signal may be weak, but the source of light shines through nonetheless. These are the instances within creation we call ‘kedusha’ (holiness); instances that point to their Creator and communicate to us His will and wisdom: Torah, mitzvahs, the tzaddikim (saintly individuals), and any person who is carrying out G-d’s will on earth.


67 “And the remnant that is escaped of the house of Judah shall again take root downward, and bear fruit upward. For out of Jerusalem shall go forth a remnant, and out of Mount Zion [AKA Pineal] they that shall escape; the zeal of the L-rd of hosts shall perform this.” (Isaiah 37:31)

“The lame I will make the remnant” Micah 4:7

68 Obama’s inauguration: UFO over Washington Monument 20-Jan-2013

69 “Moses, peace unto him, comprises [aspects of] them all, and he is called “the faithful shepherd.” This means that he draws down the quality of Daat to the community of Israel, that they may know and be cognizant of the L-rd, so that for them G-dliness will be self-evident, and experienced by every Jew...”

70 http://sophrosyne.radical.r30.net/wordpress/?p=666 “Origen, Epiphanius and Julian the Emperor all clearly recorded that John the Baptist, Judas and Jesus’ cousin, was a ‘Krist’ figure, but made no reference to Jesus himself attaining that status.

In The Arguments of the Emperor Julian, he wrote:

At any rate neither Paul nor Matthew nor Mark dared to say that Jesus is God, but only the Krist John, the adventured to assert this.

The word ‘Krist’ had its origin in ancient Egypt and was the name of a highly regarded early god – Horus. This ancient name was found extensively inscribed into the Palermo Stone, the largest and best preserved of six basalt stones, originally uncovered in Egypt.

‘Krist’, according to St. Epiphanius, was the spiritual self in each and every living person. This explained why Epiphanius was baffled when he said he could find no writings to confirm his own later orthodox views concerning Jesus as an actual living person. Epiphanius recorded that Alexander was also a ‘Krist’.

The Essenes also mention ‘Krist’ in the Book of Enoch, written somewhere between 150-120BCE. Krist was also established in the doctrine of the Gnostics who held ‘Kristo’ to be the personal and immortal spirit of man. The son of Poseidon and Meduse was called Khryst and the priests of Apollo were known as Khystres. The word Kristo and its derivations, Krst, Krist, Kristo, Khyst and Krish-na appeared in every ancient religious system and showed that the original Kristo concept was believed to be the personal and invisible mediator and guide between God and everything spiritual in man. The Krist concept has been an
ancient religious tradition continually suppressed by the Catholic church through the centuries.

In a document called ‘Dialogue with Trypho’, written by St. Justin Martyr sometime around 160CE, Trypho claimed that the church ‘invented a Kristo’. Written around 130 years after the canonical date of the death of Jesus, Trypho’s comments clearly showed the Jesus Christ promoted today was actually unknown among the general populace but the Krist concept from the Book of Enoch and Kristo, the Hindu name of the Sun, were.

In the same work, Trypho said that the word ‘Krist’ was really a substitute for a very ancient divine name, and its power was known to the ‘Elect’ alone of the fully initiated Rabbis.

Jesus may well have been executed – but not under the pretences popularly assumed, and almost certainly not in the manner described in the modern bible.

71 a macro rendition at-one-ment akin to the a-tone-ment at-one-ment described by Silva when experimenting with energy fields and sound at a Kabbalistic crop circle formation. “A group had set up some tribal drums well away from the formation but still along the energy line. The idea was to experiment with sound and rhythm to see if an interaction with the energy field could be established. After some ten minutes, the drums got into synch and hit a definitive tone which could physically be felt, as if a change in the air had suddenly snapped into place. At that moment of complete harmony, the people sitting inside the crop circle suddenly got up and began to dance, in reaction to the energy in the crop circle being activated. A few moments later an army helicopter was seen scrambling towards the circle and was videotaped diving at the people inside, as if in attack mode.”
72 Joel Bakst, City of Luz P2P 14 November 2012
73 Rabbi Joel Bakst P2P Book and Keruv Crusie #3 March 13(1)

74 Whitley Strieber Coast to Coast 6 April 2013 (Hour 1 ~ 4 min)
75 Rabbi Joel Bakst P2P Book and Keruv Crusie #3 March 13(1)
Metatron has been known to appear as a pillar of light – as an obelisk of light seen when riding on this higher dimensional baseline perceptive frequency – Seven saw such a pillar of light twice and each time it was accompanied by a cave like that seen at the Foundation Stone – she describes the shapes as “growing in super-bright light on the white wall in front of me; I was reading the Hebrew Scriptures aloud at the time...” At the time I did not even know an obelisk by name. While the shapes of light were made visible to Seven she “sensed strongly an alien ship presence outside my window” and wondered if they were somehow projecting the images. These are also the only images or “hallucinations” of this nature that she had – both images being representations of the Pineal Foundation Stone/Dome of the Rock.
76 see Youtube Channel Owlfromluz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6dOlUMeRds&list=UUNXv12DM4Yo_Cnu-LPtELmw&index=25

77 UFO over Hamilton July 23, 2011 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2avX1Hm1iY

78 http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/roseland-was-that-a-ufo-over-your-house

79 UFO watching over Washington DC, the White House, and Obama
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-M96wFAOeDl

80 UFO Welcomes Pope Francis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axkIkt2PHUQ

81 Insane UFO in Jerusalem, Israel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4Lc5asOokk

82 Leviticus 16:3 and 16:17
83 oops! Some psychiatrists dub this illness AKA “paranoia”
84 Indeed, the Torah makes it clear that Pineal or Luz known also as Beth El, being the place demarcated by stones (Heb. aven), well this place is where G-d connects one man with another. “And Jacob said unto his brethren: ‘Gather stones’; and they took stones, and made a heap…”
Genesis 31:46

The place of the witness heap designates where communication with and judgement by our Av in Heaven takes place. The aven heap demarcates G-d’s House where, as Laban confirms to Jacob, “…The L-rd watch between me and thee, when we are absent from one another.”
Genesis 31: 49
The heap of stones indicates the union between Av above in the timeless place and man, ven, below in the time-bound space.
Heaven is **ha** (Heb. the) plus **aven** (Heb. stone)

---

85 Arnie Gotfryd, PhD - Exploring the Interplay of Science and Faith
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=6622599868709476445#docid=5799692638707879600
86 Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011
87 Rabbi Joel Bakst, Parsha Lech Lecha, October 2012
89 Rabbi Joel Bakst Secret Doctrine of the Gaon of Vilna Webcast 26 January 2011
90 Rabbi Joel Bakst Secret Doctrine of the Gaon of Vilna Webcast – check date
91 Rabbi Joel Bakst Secret Doctrine of the Gaon of Vilna Webcast 26 January 2011
92 Isaiah 49:11
93 cf. Whitley Strieber Coast to Coast 6 April 2013 (Hour 1 at ~3 min) who says “I think it’s probably one of the most important things that’s happening but it’s happening underneath the surface where most people can’t see it; they just don’t get it”. Strieber means peeking into the higher dimensional reality within which this one is embedded.
94 Rabbi Joel Bakst P2P Book and Keruv Crusie #3 March
95 Rabbi Joel Bakst P2P Book and Keruv Crusie #3 March
96 http://neurotheology.50megs.com/whats_new_10.html
97 Rabbi Joel Bakst P2P Book and Keruv Crusie #3 March 13(1)
98 Norma J. Malanovich The Electromagnetic Grid From: “The Light Shall Set You Free”
http://www.sunspiritgallery.com/electrogrid.htm
99 Please see 7undL and Outtakes 7undL for discussion about Romanek’s vivid dreams and the Orion Stargate equation in particular. He actually draws while sleeping (in a trance – at Baseline Perception which is REM sleep state) the portal from three dimensionality to forth dimensionality – literally where the exit is – that is the exodus.

100 “Ultimately, the entire universe (with all its ‘particles,’ including those constituting human beings, their laboratories, observing instruments, etc.) has to be understood as a single undivided whole, in which analysis in separately and independently existent parts has no fundamental status.” Bohm D. Wholeness and the Implicate Order. London, England: Routledge and Kegan Paul: 1980:175.

Now, the pictures which I refer to as being “interdimensional” throughout 7undL and in this paper exemplify just this notion to which professor Bohm refers. I think that the obviously sensible, organized light patterns which show astonishingly pointed and complete concepts are flushed to the foreground from what are primarily the black and white pictures in an old Kristofferson family bible – well these manifestations are consequent of the interaction between the state of consciousness of the operator (me), the pictures and the instruments... (in this case a PC , a color scanner and a digital camera).
The interdimensionality of said pictures is merely in the capturing on film what sure seems to be an image from the non-local, repeating holographic information field. This is gorgeously akin to the De La Warr Remote Imaging Camera which captures "perceived non-locality".

I maintain that we are simply photographing what our state of consciousness depicts in our third-eye camera whilst perceiving at none other than what is herein dubbed Baseline Perception.

Curiously, and here we would have Jim Marrs get what's going down, like the covertly toned-down remote viewing projects we have lost track of the De La Warr device. Needless to say there are some real sketchy stories associated with her disappearance.

An article in the Journal of Theoretics (http://www.journaloftheoretics.com) entitled "Empirical Evidence Supporting Macro-Scale Quantum Holography in Non-Local Effects," presents compelling evidence validating that, in fact, we just may be interconnected in subtle ways via what appears to be a "quantum hologram." This concept was originally derived from research championed by physicist David Bohm, a protégé of Einstein's, and Karl Pribram, a highly-respected neurophysiologist from Stanford University. The work reported in the article is based on over 13,000 images created by British engineer George DelaWarr in the 1950s. The link to "nonlocal" perception is in the basic mechanism of operation of DelaWarr's remote imaging system, in that it is dependent upon the camera operator focusing a thought on a specific "test object," a small sample of blood, hair or sputum from the subject, in order to create the resultant image. As with the originating thought-process necessary to generate the cascade of events needed to move the big toe, without this initial thought-process, no image is produced. According to quantum hologram theorist, Edgar Mitchell, Sc.D., former Apollo Astronaut and founder of the Institute of Noetic Sciences, "...I have read most of the De La Warr book and...there is now no doubt in my mind that he was playing with quantum holography (QH), as all the characteristics described in his work, fit exactly the description we have of the QH characteristics (written communication, June 2000). At first glance remote imaging of a distant subject from a strand of hair or drop of blood may appear like "spooky action at a distance," but, if we permit ourselves to "think outside the cell wall" we recognize that it's possibly the discovery and documentation of the "nerve cell messenger," or interconnection, which links us to other parts of a greater whole. By insisting that these and other unexplained psi-phenomena are "nonlocal" events, are we falling prey to the same perceptual handicap that plagues our obviously underinformed single muscle cell? Perhaps, considering this new evidence and perspective, a more enlightened term for what is occurring would be "perceived nonlocality."

http://www.emergentmind.org/Research%20Leads/_resleads/0000001f.htm

The Illusion of Nonlocality, Dr. Sue Benford 2001

So we may see that via this process of capturing on film "perceived nonlocality" it is no wonder that the super-bright interdimensional pictures of both the
Temple and the Ark of the Covenant are just oozing with Mayim Chaim.
As all is connected non-locally we see also that the Mayim Chaim is spilling over, so to say, into the black and white picture startlingly coincidentally emanating super-radiant color just at the position of the anointed or Mashiach in a You Tube video (Andrew Frew Stonehenge and Torah of Mashiach) but so too do we see the river of Messianic Light spilling over manifest clear as day in both the...
transformed black and white picture at the Vatican (replete with what may be flying ships o’light, ha!) and the actual CNN photo on Christmas Eve 2010 at the Vatican
including also light ships

(as we know manifest at Baseline Perception)

“One of the names of the universal pineal gland... is the Foundation Stone and it’s geographical coordinate is the Temple of Jerusalem and that is the head of collective humanity – the head of Adam. The corresponding DMT-like liquid that it can manufacture and release throughout the body of humanity is the liquid light of universal consciousness. This is also known in the prophetic tradition as the Mayim Chayim...the living liquid and according to the ancient secret doctrine of traditional Kabbalah, the living liquid is now...is beginning to flow from the Foundation Stone.”

Rabbi Joel Bakst 3 July 2012
What is more beautiful than this light of the truth?  What is more delicious a feast than this Law of the L-rd?

“The forty seventh chapter of Ezekiel describes a phenomenon of an unusual ‘river’ of life-giving fluid appearing in the Holy of Holies that is the inner sanctum of the Temple.  This is taking place in Ezekiel within a future Third Temple that is being revealed prophetically to the prophet Ezekiel.  And this is the verse:  ‘The man brought me’ – this is an angelic human form – ‘brought me back to the entrance of the Temple and I saw water, liquid, coming out from under the threshold’ – the threshold is referring here to beneath the entrance to the Holy of Holies, that’s where the Kohan Gadol was standing offering the incense – ‘beneath the entrance of the Holy of Holies of the Temple toward the East’ ...

“What is this liquid, this water that is going to come out of the Holy of Holies?  It’s living liquid.  Well, we’re going to see....

Rabbi Joel Bakst 3 July 2012

101 David Wilcock, Ancient Egypt Aliens, Great Seal, White House Dome
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzGnrd_ligE
102 Jerusalem UFO 2011 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTQVtyh4Xkl
103 George Noory, Coast to Coast Radio Hour Two 17 January 2011
104 Jim Marrs in a Conscious Media Network interview
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYbJVqdB_X8&feature=related
105 Conversely, the inability to switch from operating within the confines of space time to the non-local realm of timespace is one way we may define schizophrenia (cf. David Wilcock and Serena Roney-Dougal).  In such a state we get stuck in timespace and this is utterly confusing.  Incidentally, Julian Jaynes seems to define his notion of “bicameralism” as being such – being stuck in the non-local realm wherein we receive command orders from “gods” etc and wherein we act as automatons.  The trouble with Jayne’s bicameral definition is that he includes Moses in the mix – Moses, that is, as being bicameral.  The point that Jaynes misses is that Moses had the ability to switch, as with Natalya and any remote viewer/meditator..., at will.  Thus Moses is not as Jaynes would have it – he is operating at Baseline perception willfully, not schizophrenic.  
106 this “disconnect” – if we get stuck here we go bonkers aho; whomever can achieve this state quite involuntarily needs not to be drugged with chemical lobotomies – they need to be trained to be our healers and guides – just as shaman in many cultures –cf. Serena Roney Dougal The so-called psychotic needs to be embraced and not slapped onto mental disability and made a moron and a laughing stock of society

107 “ Psychedelic experience is not a hallucination, as all pharmacologists erroneously believe nowadays, but the experience of the only true multidimensional reality of the soul and the higher realms.  All experience of the human entities after Ascension will be in this sense psychedelic experience.
To illustrate how big the mental confusion currently is, I will quote a conventional description of the effects of psychedelic drugs, which can be found in the standard textbook on pharmacology “The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics” by Goodman and Gilman (McGraw-Hill, Intern. Edition, 1992, page 553):

“... but the feature that distinguishes the psychedelic agents from other classes of drugs is their capacity reliably to induce states of altered perception, thought, and feeling that are not experienced otherwise except in dreams or at time of religious exaltation. Most description of the “psychedelic state” include several major factors. There is heightened awareness of sensory input, often accompanied by an enhanced sense of clarity, but diminished control over what is experienced. Frequently there is a feeling that one part of the self seems to be a passive observer (a spectator “ego”) rather than an active organizing and directing force, while another part of the self participates and receives the vivid and unusual sensory experience. The attention of the user is turned inward, preempted by the seeming clarity and portentous quality of his or her own thinking process. In this state the slightest sensation may take on profound meaning. Commonly there is a diminished capacity to differentiate the boundaries of the object from another and of the self from the environment. Associated with the loss of boundaries, there may be a sense of union with “mankind” or the “cosmos”. It is indeed a conundrum yet to be solved, how it was possible that this precise and vivid description of expanded multidimensional consciousness could have led to such wrong conclusions in pharmacology with respect to the effects of psychedelic drugs? For instance, ‘the diminishing capacity to differentiate the boundaries of objects from another and of the self from the environment’ is nothing else, but the return of the restricted daily consciousness to the normal expanded perception of Oneness by the higher self, which knows that it is an inextricable part of All-That-Is.

The feeling of Oneness – “a sense of union with mankind and cosmos” – is not a pharmacological aberration of the psychedelic drugs on mind, as it is interpreted in pharmacology, but the ultimate goal of every incarnated entity on the path of spiritual evolution that will be achieved with Ascension.” Georgi Stankov, MD, July 14, 2011, Copyright 2011 (AUDMTMEPA)

108 Dr. Serena Roney-Dougal Walking Between the Worlds: Links between Psi, Psychodelics, Shamanism and Psychosis
An Overview of the Literature
109 “…there [Pineal] G-d was revealed unto him…”
Genesis 35:7. “This is none other than the house of G-d, and this is the gate of heaven.” Genesis 28:17. And Elohim created man in His own image, in the image of Elohim created He him; male and female created He them.” Genesis 1:27. “And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on earth and the top of it reached to heaven; and behold the angels of G-d ascending and descending on it.” Genesis 28:12
“And they saw him [Joseph] afar off, and before he came near unto them, they conspired against him to slay him. And they said one to another: ‘Behold, this dreamer cometh. Come now therefore, and let us slay him, and cast him into one of the pits, and we will say: An evil beast hath devoured him; and we will see what will become of his dreams.’” Genesis 37:18-2

At Genesis 37:23 Joseph’s brothers violently strip him of his coat of many colors, meaning that they altered his frequency.

http://69.93.115.149/torturemethods2/psychiatric-abuse/Injection_big.jpg CHECK THIS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5ASd2W-v9Y (The Great Illusion of Time and Space) CHECK
Whitley Strieber Coast to Coast 6 April 2013 (Hour 1 ~ 4 min)

Professor Echenhofer tells us that his subjects undergoing the Ayahuasca experiments, who are thus operating at our definition here of what constitutes Baseline Perception, reported “...re-living of traumatic experiences accompanied by bodily sensations, insights, and feelings of being healed.” Healing at Pineal.

In The Noahide Laws

Seven commandments which, according to Jewish tradition, are incumbent upon all of humankind.

By Jeffrey Spitzer, we read:

Natural Law

The Noahide laws bear a striking resemblance to a separate rabbinic tradition that describes the commandments that would have been derived logically even if God had not included them in the Torah:

"'You must keep my rulings’ (Lev. 18:4): These are the items which are written in the Torah which, had they not been written should logically have been written, such as the [prohibitions against] robbery, illicit sexuality, idolatry, cursing God, and bloodshed” (Sifra, Ahare Mot, section 140).
The overlap here of five of the seven laws enumerated for Noahides indicates that they may have been understood as a sort of universal, natural morality. This is the way some modern philosophers, such as Hermann Cohen, understood them.

Indeed, based on the Talmudic discussion, Maimonides states:

"Six items were commanded to Adam: concerning idolatry, blasphemy, bloodshed, illicit sexuality, theft, and laws...God added to Noah, the law of not eating from the flesh of a live animal" (Maimonides, Laws of Kings 9:1).

The association of these laws with Adam implies that they were established as part of the creation of the natural world.

117 "In that day shall there be an altar to the L-rd in the midst of the land of , and a pillar [which Jacob names “Pineal”/Baseline Perception] at the border thereof to the L-rd. And the L-rd shall smite Egypt, smiting and healing; and they shall return unto the L-rd, and He will be entreated of them, and will heal them." (Isaiah 19:19-22)

118 Roland Griffiths, PhD, Behavioral Pharmacologist  DMT - Spirit Molecule Documentary 2010

119 “Jacob brought acacia trees to plant in Egypt...[as a] Divine sanctuary in the desert”. Cedar is a type of acacia.  Kehot Publication Society Chabad of California 2008  Chumash Bereshit - Exodus 1:15.  Acacia bursts through the confines of Egypt into the holographic non-local timeless realm. "Mystics and sages have long maintained that an interconnecting cosmic field exists at the roots of reality that conserves and conveys information, a field known as the Akashic Record. When asked where the records reside, Cayce would say they exist within "the skein of space and time" and told many people interested in his work that the "records are everywhere". He further believed that the records are inscribed on some kind of "etheric energy" similar in nature to the energy of thought. This could be correlated to the "aether" of scientific interest... Quantum scientists recently discovered a new area of time and space called the Quantum vacuum. There are newly discovered properties of time and space happening all the time but it seems clear now that this vacuum is a super dense cosmic frictionless medium that carries light and all the universal forces of nature. A well known scientist and philosopher named Ervin Laszlo, in his recently published book, Science and the Akashic Field shows that it may not only be a super dense sea of frictionless energy but also a sea of information conveying the historical experience of matter. These newest discoveries in the field of quantum physics now show that the Akashic Field may indeed be real and have its equivalent in the zero-point field that underlies space itself. Ervin Laszlo stated in his recent book that the quantum vacuum essentially, ‘generates the holographic field that is the memory of the universe.’ Laszlo further suggests that the A-Field is like a hologram that is imprinted with all that has been or ever will be similar to Cayce’s assertion that the Akashic Records contained all that was and all the potentials for our future. If the recent scientific theory of the Akashic Field is true, then all the ancient knowledge written about the Akashic Records or "The Book of Life" are not merely myths but an integral part of our world. If this universal energy field is written with our thoughts and actions, then it would be reasonable to believe that it can be accessed consciously. If it can be rewritten consciously, then much of the past and traumatic events we hold in our A-Field could be liberated and thus increase the energy for positive potentials in an individual’s life.”

http://www.cjmartes.com/cjmartes_akashicfield.asp
G-d's House is referred to as “a house of Cedar” 2 Samuel 7:7

If we also examine the halo often found in religious art that surrounds the head of Jesus and other saints, these are commonly assumed to contain rays of the sun. Yet there is a striking similarity to the underside of the cap of the mushroom, which portrays an intricate spoke pattern within its wheel.

Therefore, it is not a stretch to believe that the halo is not representative of the sun, but rather yet another symbol for the sacred mushroom.

http://www.miraclesandinspiration.com/pinealgland5.html

The Pineal Gland – The Bridge to
Divine Consciousness (cont.)

Part 5: Jesus and the Sacred Mushroom

by Scott Mowry

121 cf. 7undL and also in Outtakes 7undL (search under Szabo) at www.owlfromluz.com
122 http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread406522/pg1

Please also see Biblical Entheogens: a Speculative Hypothesis
Benny Shanon Time and Mind: The Journal of Archaeology Consciousness and Culture
Volume I—Issue I March 2008 pp. 51–74 © Berg 2008 Dr. Shanon and I independently of one another have come to several of the same conclusions such as inferring that the Sinaic experience of “seeing thunder” is “code”, so to say for the state of synesthesia which is typical of perception whilst at baseline perception

123 Isaiah 52:15
124 Genesis 11.1
See Kristofferson, S “The Biological Basis for Universal Ethics”, 2011. Here the biological and non-biological basis for mental illness are the same – we “...disapprove of any aspect of a person’s mentality...” (Lawrence Stevens, J.D) We disapprove of any aspect of a person’s mentality which falls short of operating at baseline perception, as now described, and thus which also necessarily contradicts the Law of the Covenant received and being received for all who attain such state of consciousness at Sinai which is Pineal, which is Beth El, which is the consciousness of the Krist.
“These 8 rings, emanating in holographic resonance with the Midway signal, look identical to a holographic plate, where each part contains the information of the whole.”

http://www.akasha.de/~aton/TGRESULTS.html
Here is our bullseye or gate to timespace, higher dimensional eternal consciousness. This is the pulsating holographic plate which resonates with our one collective consciousness and which at its power points is demarked by temples, monuments, pillars, etc. It is onto these spokes of non-local consciousness that Torah is what it is.

This is Jerusalem, this is Zion, this is the interdimensional City of Pineal, Luz. G-d’s Gate, Ha Aven, Heaven, where Father and son are one. So as it is Above so it be Below. Hermes, Thoth, Metatron, truth, eret, Hall of Records, Moses, what is revealed at Pineal-Sinai, the Ark, Torah.